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Abstract
The purpose of this dissertation was to add to the literature on the use of social
networking sites (SNSs) for personnel selection. The first goal was to evaluate whether SNSs
have the potential to be used as a valid source of information for selection. Specific SNS
Indicator scales were created to test whether they have better validity evidence than the more
traditionally-used Global SNS Rating. In a study of 141 undergraduate students at a large
Canadian university, the Specific SNS Indicators demonstrated fairly weak evidence of
interrater reliability, but some evidence of structural validity, and construct validity
(convergent and discriminant). Specific SNS Indicator scales offered incremental prediction
beyond a Global SNS Rating in the prediction of their traditional selection scales. This
supported previous research suggesting that making info-processing easier for raters should
lead to better validity (Heneman, 1986). The second goal was to investigate some of the
practical realities of attaining SNS information. In a study of 892 employed or previouslyemployed participants, participants were given a hypothetical employer request for their SNS
password as part of a job application. The study found that 57.87% applicants would refuse
the request, and would thus remove themselves from the applicant pool. This substantial loss
of applicants could lower the utility of an organization’s selection system and thereby impact
an organization’s bottom line. Also, the password request could result in adverse impact for
protected groups, and lead to legal action on behalf of applicants within these groups. There
was only a slight potential benefit to the loss of applicants in that those remaining in the pool
were slightly higher on Agreeableness and Conscientiousness, and lower on Psychopathy.
However, the effect sizes were small, and those remaining in the applicant pool scored higher
on Impression Management, suggesting that their more favorable personality scores may
have been dissimulated. I recommend that hiring managers refrain from using SNSs for
selection until more validation research can be conducted on SNS information.
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Chapter 1

1

General Overview
Since the advent of the first social networking site (SNS) in the early 2000’s, social

media has had a major influence on how individuals choose to interact with others. SNSs
offer a unique way of communicating among users. In fact, SNSs are more similar to nondigital human communication than they are to text-based computer-mediated communication
(e.g., instant messaging, e-mail), which was once the sole means of communication on the
internet (Underwood, Kerline, & Farrington-Flint, 2011). SNSs allow users to create public
or semi-public profiles in which others can view their information, such as interests, hobbies,
location updates, photos, etc. Lists of users with whom a connection is shared (e.g., friends,
co-workers) are created, and users can browse that list and add these users to their own list of
connections (e.g., mutual friends; Boyd & Ellison, 2007). Often, a SNS will have a profile
that consists of photos, video clips, and biographical/background information created by the
user. Most sites also include sections where users can send public or private messages,
submit status updates (e.g., what the user is currently doing), and control their privacy
settings (e.g., who has access to certain information; Brown & Vaughn, 2011). There is a
substantial degree of variation in how this information is created, maintained, and utilized by
users.
As the popularity of SNSs has continued to increase, organizations have been taking
advantage of the opportunity to make use of SNSs as human resource tools. For instance, the
Employers Resource Council (ERC) surveyed organizations in Northeast Ohio to see how
SNSs were being used (ERC Survey Briefing, 2009). Forty-nine percent of organizations
used SNSs for networking and relationship building, 35% for branding/marketing, 35% for
external communication, 31% for reaching new customers, 27% for recruiting, 22% for sales,
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et cetera. These percentages indicate that organizations have been interested in making use of
SNSs for multiple purposes. However, the authors did not specifically mention one important
purpose of SNSs that has recently gained popularity: personnel selection (Grasz, 2009).

1.1 History of SNSs in Selection
The use of the internet for selection did not start with SNSs. In fact, using internet
search engines to screen potential job hires has been common practice in the recent past
(Karl, Peluchette, & Schlaegel, 2010; Taylor, 2006). ExecuNet’s survey of 100 executive
recruiters in the United States found that 77% of them used search engines to screen job
applicants (Forster, 2006; Jones, 2006). A survey by CareerBuilder.com found that 26% of
1,150 hiring managers used search engines for that same purpose (Sullivan, 2006). Given that
many human resource managers were already using the internet in the selection of job
candidates, they likely saw the use of SNSs as a natural extension of this screening process.
Zeidner (2007) reported in a U.S. survey by the Society for Human Resource Management
(SHRM) that 15% of human resource professionals checked SNSs for screening purposes,
and 40% of those who did not were likely to check them in the near future. In 2009, that
number increased, with 45% of 2,600 hiring managers listed as using SNSs to research job
applicants (Grasz, 2009). More recent findings indicate that up to 65% to 75% of
organizations and recruiters are using SNSs to screen job applicants (Levinson, 2011;
Preston, 2011). This emerging trend in the use of SNSs for selection is not unique to the
United States, as similar findings have been reported in Germany (Beeger, 2007), the United
Kingdom (Peacock, 2008), and here in Canada (Cerasaro, 2008).
Despite this interest in using SNSs for selection, very little peer-reviewed research
has been conducted on the topic. Brown and Vaughn (2011) observed that, at the time, no
peer-reviewed research had been conducted on the validity or practical/legal consequences of
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using SNS in selection. When it comes to developing new selection instruments, the
establishment of validity evidence is essential (Society for Industrial and Organizational
Psychology [SIOP], 2003). According to the Principles for the Validation and Use of
Personnel Selection Procedures (SIOP, 2003), evidence must be gathered in order to support
inferences of the instrument’s job-relatedness.
Fortunately, there has been some previous research which should help set the stage
for work on the validity of SNSs in selection. Researchers have attempted to interpret
information on individual differences that is contained within SNSs. Their studies can trace
their origins back to the work of Gosling, Ko, Mannarelli, and Morris (2002), who applied
the Brunswik (1956) lens model to infer personality from one’s physical environments.
Gosling et al. proposed two ways that personality can be interpreted from physical
environments: identity claims and behavioural residue. Identity claims refer to “symbolic
statements made by individuals about how they would like to be regarded” (Gosling et al., p.
124). For example, displaying a photograph of one’s family in an office may be done to
communicate the importance one places on family values. Behavioural residue refers to
unintentional physical traces of one’s behaviour. For example, having papers strewn about an
office may be indicative of a low degree of tidying behaviours. Relying on this type of
information from personal physical environments, Gosling et al. were able to demonstrate
that raters’ impressions of personality converged with ratees’ self-rated personality. After
combining self- and peer-ratings of personality, and then correlating them with observer
ratings of offices, a mean correlation of .22 across all Five Factor Model (FFM) personality
dimensions was obtained. For bedrooms, a mean correlation of .37 was found. In summary,
they were able to provide evidence that everyday cues can be used to predict one’s
personality.
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Moving beyond physical environments to the internet, Vazire and Gosling (2004),
and Marcus, Machilek, and Schutz (2006) also applied the Brunswik lens model to personal
websites. In both studies, website owners rated their own personality, and undergraduate
students rated the owners’ personality based upon their viewings of the websites. Vazire and
Gosling reported an average correlation of .37, p < .01, between the five self-reported and
observer-rated FFM personality traits for website owners. Also, an average correlation of .34,
p < .01, between the five self-reported and observer-rated FFM personality traits was found
in the Marcus et al. study. Both studies supported the findings that personality inferences can
accurately be gleaned from personal websites. More recently, research has started to
investigate whether personality can be inferred based on SNSs (Back et al., 2010; Davison,
Maraist, & Bing, 2011; Kluemper & Rosen, 2009; Kluemper, Rosen, & Mossholder, 2012;
Krämer & Winter, 2008; Ross et al., 2009).
Two focal research articles have explored whether SNSs can be used to infer
personality, and also used to infer attributes assessed by other well-established, work-related
selection tools. Kluemper and Rosen (2009) investigated whether SNS information is related
to an individual’s personality and general mental ability (GMA). They asked 63 participants
to rate Facebook profiles. Participants had been trained in personality and general mental
ability testing, as well as how to use rating forms as part of an employee selection course.
They were asked to spend 10 minutes rating six SNS profiles, to “consider multiple aspects
of the profiles which could relate to a specific trait, then complete the rating form based on
their overall impression of the social networking profile” (p. 572-572). The intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC) for all ratings ranged from .93 to .99, providing evidence of
adequate interrater agreement. The ‘true scores’ of the six ratees consisted of their selfreported personality ratings (Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability, Agreeableness,
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Extroversion, Openness to Experience), their general mental ability scores, and their Grade
Point Average (GPA). The inclusion of GPA, a measure of academic performance, served as
a proxy for job performance. It is worth pointing out, however, that GPA might be a weak
proxy of job performance. The strongest meta-analytic coefficient between the two has only
been .35, but that was after correction for measurement reliability in the predictor and the
criterion, and correction for range restriction in the predictor (observed r = .16; Roth, BeVier,
Switzer, & Schippman, 1996). Therefore, the following findings should be interpreted with
this limitation in mind. Based on their evaluations of the ratees’ SNS profiles, raters could
significantly distinguish between the ratee with the highest true score and the ratee with the
lowest true score for Conscientiousness (t = 2.77, p < .05), Emotional Stability (t = 3.00, p <
.05), Agreeableness (t = 6.12, p < .05), Extroversion (t = 5.99, p < .05), general mental ability
(t = 13.53, p < .05), and GPA (t = 2.78, p < .05). However, raters could not correctly
distinguish between true scores for Openness to Experience, as they assigned higher ratings
to those with low Openness to Experience true scores and lower ratings to those with high
Openness to Experience true scores (t = 6.34, p < .05). Again, these findings may be limited
by the fact that the authors dichotomized the true scores (see Butts & Ng, 2009, for an
explanation of the problems with dichotomization). A more granular approach that takes full
advantage of the continuous nature of the variables would have been preferable. Upon
reviewing their findings, it is interesting to note that raters were most accurate at rating
GMA. It may be that there are more informational cues within SNSs that are indicative of
general mental ability than there are of the other attributes. Raters may have been more
accurate in their GMA ratings because they had more informational cues at their disposal.
Overall, the authors supported that cues ascertained from SNSs may be used to predict
(academic) performance and general mental ability, and not just personality.
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In another research article, Kluemper et al. (2012) focused on personality traits
assessed through SNS profiles, their relation to self-rated personality, and their relation to job
performance. In their first study, three trained raters viewed the Facebook profiles of 586
undergraduate students in order to rate their personality on the FFM. These observer-rated
personality scores were significantly correlated (p < .05) with measures of self-rated
personality for each FFM trait (Conscientiousness, r = .30; Emotional Stability, r = .23;
Agreeableness, r = .40; Extraversion, r = .44; Openness to Experience, r = .42). Thus,
through viewing someone’s Facebook profile, trained raters may be able to rate one’s
personality in such a way that it may overlap with that person’s self-ratings of personality.
Observer-rated personality may be advantageous given that self-ratings may be more
susceptible to deliberate distortion in more motivated circumstances (i.e., when applying for
a job; Connolly, Kavanagh, & Viswesvaran, 2007). To assess criterion-related validity,
Kluemper et al. also correlated observer- and self-rated personality with supervisor-rated job
performance. Observer-rated Emotional Stability (r = .27, p < .05), observer-rated
agreeableness (r = .31, p < .05), and self-rated extraversion (r = .28, p < .05) correlated
significantly with performance. The authors did not speculate as to why these particular traits
correlated significantly with performance while others did not. Participants’ jobs covered a
variety of professions (e.g., clerical, customer service, sales), which could explain the pattern
of relations reported in the findings. It is surprising that both observer- and self-rated
Conscientiousness were not significantly correlated with performance, considering how
Conscientiousness is typically applicable to the majority of jobs.
In the second part of Kluemper et al. (2012), a sample of 782 undergraduate students
was used. Using the same procedure as Study 1, observer- and self-rated personality were
significantly correlated (p < .05) with each other for each FFM trait (Conscientiousness, r =
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.19; Emotional Stability, r = .21; Agreeableness, r = .26; Extraversion, r = .28; Openness to
Experience, r = .16). To explore criterion-related validity in this study, Kluemper et al. used
academic performance, as measured by cumulative GPA. Observer-rated Conscientiousness
(r = .27, p < .05), Emotional Stability (r = .21, p < .05), Agreeableness (r = .19, p < .05), and
Openness to Experience (r = .28, p < .05) correlated significantly with academic
performance. Also, self-rated Conscientiousness (r = .24, p < .05), Agreeableness (r = .12, p
< .05), and Openness to Experience (r = .15, p < .05) correlated significantly with academic
performance.
The significant correlations between observer- and self-rated personality in Study 1
and Study 2 in Kluemper et al. (2012) provided supporting evidence of the convergent
validity of observer-rated personality via SNSs. Also, the significant correlations between
observer-rated personality and performance in both studies offered some supporting evidence
of criterion-related validity. In combination, the findings from Kluemper and Rosen (2009)
and both studies in Kluemper et al. (2012) suggested that cues obtained from SNSs may have
the potential to be valid predictors of job performance. However, a number of the
correlations in these studies had only small effect sizes (see Cohen, 1988). Therefore, the
current dissertation sought to investigate the validity of SNS information used for selection
and explore a new way of rating SNS information by focusing on specific SNS information.

1.2 Validity and Practical Realities
Although there is some potential for using SNS information for selection, there is
growing concern amongst researchers and practitioners about its validity (Brown & Vaughn,
2011; Grasz, 2009). In particular, they are concerned that SNS information that is not jobrelated may be used for selection. In addition, there is growing legal concerns that employers
may be breaching employment discrimination laws by accessing protected applicant
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characteristics (e.g., age, race, gender; SHRM, 2011). For instance, in order for a selection
test to be legally defensible, it must not demonstrate adverse impact against protected groups.
Adverse impact is when members of one group are selected at a greater rate than members of
another group (e.g., members of a protected group). If adverse impact is found, more work is
required by the test publisher or organization to ensure that that the test is not leading to
discrimination (for a full list of the work required, see Cascio & Agunis, 2005, p. 185). If
using a test that lacks legal defensibility when making hiring decisions, an employer could be
subject to human rights tribunals or other legal action.
The current study seeks to investigate some of these concerns by exploring the
validity of SNS information used for selection and introducing a new method of rating SNS
information. It also seeks to address these concerns by better understanding the practical
realities that SNS selection may have on the workforce.

1.3 The Current Dissertation
The first major goal of the current dissertation was investigated in Chapter 2. The
goal was to evaluate whether specific information from SNSs has the potential to be used as a
valid source of information for personnel selection decisions; to better understand what
information SNSs convey (i.e., what construct domains are being tapped), and whether this
information can be considered job-relevant.
The second major goal of the dissertation was investigated in Chapter 3. This goal
was to go beyond the validity investigation by investigating the practical realities and the
effects SNS selection might have on the workforce. For instance, if applicants were asked to
give up their SNS password in order to be considered for a job, what percentage would
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remove themselves from the selection process? What effect would this have on the remaining
applicant pool, and could such a demand lead to discrimination?
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Chapter 2

2

Social Media in Selection: A Construct Validity Approach
In this chapter, I will investigate whether SNSs can potentially be used as valid

sources of information for personnel selection purposes. The goal is to better understand
what construct domains are being tapped by SNS information, and whether this information
is job-relevant. This chapter is a manuscript that has yet to be submitted for publication.

2.1 Abstract
With the increasing popularity of social networking sites (SNSs), hiring managers are
looking to SNSs such as Facebook to aid with their hiring decisions (Levinson, 2011).
However, previous research has focused on a Global SNS Rating of applicants’ SNS profiles
that may not be construct valid. Thus, the current study created a set of Specific SNS
Indicators, which consist of specific informational cues ascertained from SNS profiles, and
correlated them, along with a Global SNS Rating, with scales of traditional selection
constructs in order to test their construct validity. Findings from the current study of 141
undergraduate students at a large Canadian university demonstrated that Specific SNS
Indicators had fairly weak reliability evidence, but had some evidence of structural validity
and of construct validity. Only Extraversion, Openness to Experience, and Verbal Ability
Specific SNS Indicator scales were related to traditional selection scales, and the effect sizes
were only small to moderate. Extraversion and Verbal Ability Specific SNS Indicator scales
offered incremental prediction beyond a Global SNS Rating in the prediction of the
traditional selection scales. This additional incremental prediction could be of value when
considering the construct validity of SNSs in selection contexts in the future. Specific SNS
Indicators evidenced discriminant validity with respect to scales of response distortion. Given
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the fairly limited reliability and validity evidence, it is recommended that practitioners avoid
the use of SNS information for selection unless future research supports its use.

Keywords
Social Networking Sites, Social Media, Selection, Individual Differences, Personality,
General Mental Ability, Integrity, Discrimination

2.2 Introduction
Social Networking Sites (SNSs) such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter have
become enormously popular, even to the point of changing social interaction
(Subrahmanyam, Reich, Waechter, & Espinoza, 2008). As a result of this popularity, hiring
managers have started considering their use for assessment purposes, with some research
showing that up to 65% of companies are using SNSs to screen job applicants (Levinson,
2011). In fact, the outreach manager for the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s
office in Houston has suggested that 75% of recruiters have researched their applicants
online, with 70% of them reporting that they have rejected a candidate as a result (Preston,
2011).
The use of SNSs for selection may lead to major benefits, which may explain their
popularization as a selection tool. For example, they incur relatively little cost to the
organization. Also, there is an abundance of information about job candidates available on
SNSs that is easily accessible. This allows even small organizations the opportunity to
attempt to verify information contained in résumés, reference letters, interviews, and other
selection information sources typically drawn from applicants. Previously, advanced
background checks were unavailable to small organizations due to their substantial costs.
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Now, those making hiring decisions may have access to “detailed information that would
allow them to draw conclusions or make inferences about the applicant’s character or
personality that might not be as easily or economically obtained through traditional means”
(Brown & Vaughn, 2011, p. 220). For example, interviews are expensive to conduct. Instead
of (or in addition to) asking applicants about their hobbies and interests in an interview, an
employer can easily find their hobbies and interests listed on their SNS profile pages. Also,
because there is a near-unlimited amount of space to describe this information on SNSs,
more of this information may be available than in resumes, curricula vitae, or application
forms, which may be limited by space restrictions.
Despite the potential for valid prediction of performance, a major concern among
researchers and hiring managers is that SNS information that is not job-related may be used
for selection (Brown & Vaughn, 2011; Grasz, 2009; SHRM, 2011). As a result, recently, the
percentage of organizations using SNS information for selection has dropped slightly
(SHRM, 2011). Human resource professionals reported an increase in their legal concerns
about discovering information about protected applicant characteristics (e.g., age, race,
gender, religious affiliation; SHRM, 2011). Employers may purposely or accidentally be
accessing protected group status information to which they may not otherwise have access.
For example, a job applicant’s national origin or religion may be easily ascertained or
inferred from his or her SNS profile. If this information were to affect an employer’s rating
of the applicant’s SNS profile and affect the selection decision, this could be a breach of
employment discrimination laws (for information on the Canadian Human Rights Act and
provincial laws, see Catano, Wiesner, Hackett, & Methot, 2010; for information on
employment discrimination laws in the U.S., visit http://www.eeoc.gov/). Unfortunately,
these concerns have not been assuaged by the selection literature. With a few notable
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exceptions (Bohnert & Ross, 2010; Kluemper & Rosen, 2009; Kluemper, Rosen, &
Mossholder, 2012; Van Iddekinge, Lanivich, Roth, & Junco, 2013), there has been very little
primary research on the viability of SNSs in selection. In fact, Brown and Vaughn (2011)
noted in a review of the literature at the time that no peer-reviewed research had been done
on the practical and legal consequences of using SNSs, or even on the validity of using SNSs
in selection. In an attempt to address the lack of validity studies, the current study provides a
preliminary investigation of the construct validity of using SNSs to assess job-relevant
information, and introduces a new way of assessing this information. In addition, hiring
managers likely have focused on using SNSs as a screening tool to remove the “bad apples”.
Hiring managers may be searching for illegal activities on SNSs to avoid embarrassment or
the endangerment of employees or customers (Slovensky & Ross, 2012). The goal of the
present work was to consider SNSs from a personnel selection “best practices” perspective.
Rather than focusing solely on screening out bad applicants, the focus was on selecting the
best applicant, which is characteristic of most traditional selection systems.

2.2.1

A New Way to Assess SNS Information
Researchers (e.g., Kluemper & Rosen, 2009; Kluemper et al., 2012), and likely hiring

managers as well, have focused primarily on a Global SNS Rating. A Global SNS Rating
involves a simple evaluation process whereby all informational cues are considered
simultaneously (Thompson, Iacovou, & Shirland, 2006). By contrast, specific informational
cues consist of those individual behaviours/observations referred to in a SNS profile (e.g.,
how many racist jokes did the SNS user post on his/her profile). Brown and Vaughn (2011)
suggested that specific indicators of profile information might be helpful in systematically
organizing the information collected from SNSs (Brown & Vaughn, 2011). Systematically
organizing this information according to the attributes that are being inferred could lead to
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less biased information being collected from individuals, and may help document this
information in case of future litigation (Brown & Vaughn). Also, the specific indicators may
improve reliability and validity over overall judgments, as the consistency of overall
judgments has been found to decrease as the number of informational cues increases (Cook
& Stewart, 1975; Keeley & Doherty, 1972). This follows from research by Heneman (1986)
in the performance appraisal literature which specifies that simplifying the information
processing required by raters and providing clear standards increases the validity of ratings.
For the current study, I refer to these specific informational cues as Specific SNS
Indicators, which I define as specific cues ascertained from SNS profiles that are believed to
be conceptually linked to job-relevant human attributes. These Specific SNS Indicators may
be evaluated by raters (e.g., the careful articulation of thoughts/ideas in the SNS user’s posts)
or may simply be tabulated (e.g., how many friends are on his/her social network). The
indicators may be multidimensional, and may tap more than one trait or attribute.
As in Brown and Vaughn (2011), I theorized that specific indicators of profile
information would be helpful in systematically organizing the information collected from
SNSs. However, a Global SNS Rating was also included to allow empirical comparison of
the validity of both the Global SNS Rating and the Specific SNS Indicators; to help explore
whether specific indicators are more helpful in systematically organizing SNS information
than what is currently offered by a Global SNS Rating.
In addition, I expanded on Brown and Vaughn’s (2011) theory by examining the
different ways in which this specific information can be organized, and seeing which way has
more potential when it comes to SNS information. There are a number of ways that data can
be collected and combined, and this topic has been hotly debated in the clinical psychology
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literature for over 80 years (Gough, 1962). The debate was prompted largely due to the work
of Meehl (1954), when he explored the implications of clinical (judgmental) versus statistical
prediction. For instance, one way of collecting data is to use judgmental data collection
methods. For judgmental data collection methods, a rater evaluates the different respondents.
As an example, a clinician would interview an individual in order to get a better sense of who
they are. Another way of collecting data is through mechanical data collection methods,
whereby prespecified rules are required and subjective judgment is not involved. This can
also be referred to as statistical prediction. As an example, an individual could take a general
mental ability test to better understand his/her level of intelligence. As part of the test, there
are prespecified rules as to what is a correct and an incorrect response. While data can be
collected using either judgmental or mechanical methods, they can also be combined using
methods that are judgmental or mechanical. Judgmental combination methods involve one or
more decision makers “developing a composite picture and behavioural prediction of a
candidate” (Cascio & Agunis, 2005, p. 315). When judgmental data collection methods are
combined with judgmental combination methods, this is referred to as the pure clinical
strategy. Mechanical combination methods involve statistically assigning and combining
scores in order to form scales. Researchers have found that the best configuration is to use
both judgmental and mechanical data collection methods, and then use mechanical
combination methods (Cascio & Aguinis, 2005; Einhorn, 1972; Sawyer, 1966). This is
referred to as the mechanical composite strategy. There are several plausible reasons for why
the mechanical composite strategy is superior to the other strategies, including the pure
clinical strategy, in the prediction of candidates’ behaviours. It can lead to more appropriate
weighting of predictors, leading to greater accuracy in prediction (Bass & Barrett, 1981; Hitt
& Barr, 1989). According to Cascio & Aguinis (2005), the appropriate weighting of
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predictors is incredibly difficult to judge accurately. The mechanical composite strategy also
allows for additional evidence on candidates to be incorporated, which should improve the
accuracy of predicting candidates’ behaviours (Bass & Barrett, 1981; Hitt & Barr, 1989).
Raters relying only on a pure clinical strategy, however, may be unable to incorporate
additional evidence because they have reached the limits of their cognitive capacity (Cascio
& Aguinis, 2005).
For the current study, judgmental data collection methods as well as mechanical data
collection methods were used for the Specific SNS Indicators. As part of the judgmental data
collection methods, a relative format was used for some of the Specific SNS Indicators. A
relative format is a judgment or rating of an individual with other individuals used as
reference points (Goffin & Olson, 2011). The relative format compares the participant to the
average Facebook user, which allows for comparative judgment, but the participant is also
assigned a percentile for that behaviour, which provides a numerical score. A relative format,
specifically, the Relative Percentile Method (RPM; Goffin, Gellatly, Paunonen, Jackson, &
Meyer, 1996), was used because research has suggested that the RPM formats may result in
incremental predictiveness beyond conventional rating formats (Goffin et al., 1996; Goffin,
Jelley, Powell, & Johnston, 2009; Goffin & Olson, 2011). Also, where appropriate, some
Specific SNS Indicators consisted of a count format as part of mechanical data collection
methods. As an example, a count format item could consist of frequency information such as
“number of written posts or comments by the candidate that refer to alcohol or drug use”.
Using the RPM format as a judgmental data collection method and the count format as a
mechanical data collection method, the data were combined using mechanical data
combination methods. Again, this was referred to as the mechanical composite strategy. The
data were combined mechanically by statistically assigning and combining direct
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observations in a structural equation modeling program in order to form the latent variables
of the Specific SNS Indicators believed to assess work-related attributes. Additionally, a pure
clinical strategy was also employed in the form of the Global SNS Rating. The Global SNS
Rating relies on judgmental data collection methods because it is also collected through a
RPM rating. It also relies on judgmental data combination methods because the rater has to
summarize his or her impressions of the candidate. A major theoretical contribution of the
current study was to investigate whether this mechanical composite strategy accounts for
better prediction of candidate attributes than does the pure clinical strategy. Essentially, do
the Specific SNS Indicators lead to better prediction of candidate attributes than does the
Global SNS Rating?
In addition to the theoretical considerations above, there were also potential practical
benefits to the current study’s focus on Specific SNS Indicators. Using Specific SNS
Indicators should help clarify exactly what is being measured, rather than relying on an
overall rater judgment of what a rater implicitly deems important when evaluating an
applicant’s SNS. This clarification is important to help establish content validity, making it
easier for hiring managers to demonstrate the job-relatedness of their SNS selection
indicators (Goldstein, Zedeck, & Schneider, 1993). Managers will be able to specify which
Specific SNS Indicators are related to the different knowledge, skills, abilities, and other
characteristics (KSAOs) necessary for specific job tasks in future job analyses. Additionally,
managers could benefit from the aforementioned potential to avoid legal ramifications and
discrimination through the systematic documentation of the job-relatedness of SNS
information that is used to assist in hiring decisions.
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2.2.2

Reliability
Before Specific SNS Indicators can be considered for use as a selection tool, they

must have the potential to be reliably coded. However, because the current study takes a
preliminary look at the potential of Specific SNS Indicators, and different types of Specific
SNS Indicators, I did not want to reject items that had the potential to become more reliable
items once rewritten/refined as part of future investigations. Thus, I was concerned that the
criteria for retaining Specific SNS Indicators for further study not be overly stringent.
Therefore, a statistically significant interrater reliability (above .24 in the current study) was
considered the minimum cutoff for retaining an item, because nonsignificant interrater
reliabilities suggest that the judgments of different raters could be completely unrelated
(Gourraud, Le Gall, Puzenat, Aubin, Ortonne, & Paul, 2012).
To measure interrater reliability, intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were used.
ICC(2,k) was the focus for the current study. The “2” signifies that the raters were chosen
from a random sample of raters, and that there is a generalization to a larger population of
raters (LeBreton & Senter, 2007; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). The “k” signifies that there was
more than one rater making the ratings (LeBreton & Senter, 2007; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979).
Currently, the ICC(2,k) reflected the interrater reliability if the ratings given by the three SNS
Expert Raters were averaged together. Accordingly, the following hypothesis is put forth:
H1. For the Specific SNS Indicators rated by more than one rater, the interrater
reliabilities [ICC(2,k)] will be significantly different from zero.

2.2.3

Structural Validity
The assessment of the SNS instrument’s structural validity is an important validation

step. Structural validity is defined as the degree of fit between the empirical factor structure
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of an instrument and the theoretical organization of the construct that is supposed to be
measured by the instrument (Loevinger, 1967). For more on the assessment of structural
validity, see Goffin and Jackson (1988). Based on the above definition of structural validity,
the following hypothesis is put forth:
H2: The empirical dimensionality of the Specific SNS Indicators will reflect the
theoretical dimensionality as informed by the judgment of expert raters.

2.2.4

Construct Validity
As part of the validation process, a list of major human attributes that have been

repeatedly linked to job performance in the personnel selection literature was compiled.
These attributes are general mental ability, personality, and integrity.
General mental ability (GMA), also known as general cognitive ability or general
intelligence, has been studied for more than 100 years (Grubb, Whetzel, & McDaniel, 2004).
It is one of the most widely-cited personnel selection measures, and is deemed the best single
predictor of job performance (Murphy, 2002; Schmidt & Hunter, 1998).
Personality has played an important role in selection, and research has demonstrated
that it is a useful predictor of job performance (Barrick & Mount, 1991; Hough, Eaton,
Dunnette, Kamp, & McCloy, 1990; Ones & Viswesvaran, 1998; Ones, Viswesvaran, &
Schmidt, 1993; Rothstein & Goffin, 2006; Salgado, 1997). This research has primarily
focused on the FFM (e.g., Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, Openness to Experience,
Neuroticism, and Extraversion) of personality. However, Honesty-Humility is another
personality variable that has been found to be an important predictor of work performance
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measures such as counterproductive work behaviour (Lee, Ashton, & Shin, 2005; Marcus,
Lee, & Ashton, 2007; Schneider & Goffin, 2012).
Finally, integrity is an important attribute that has been tied to job performance
(Cullen & Sackett, 2004). Integrity tests have often been used to predict criteria such as theft,
absence, turnover, job performance, and counterproductive work behaviours (Cullen &
Sackett). Integrity tests are thought to encompass characteristics such as trustworthiness,
honesty, integrity, conscientiousness, reliability, and dependability (Sackett & Wanek, 1997).
Specific SNS Indicators were created (see the measures section), and experts rated
how well they believed each would tap the targeted attributes. These experts will be referred
to as Taxonomy Expert Raters throughout this paper. To assess the validity of the Specific
SNS Indicators, I examined the correlations of the Specific SNS Indicators with the
traditional, well-established scales of the same attributes. This should result in a better
understanding of what construct domains the Specific SNS Indicators are tapping. For
example, a potential Specific SNS Indicator would be the degree to which an individual posts
content about himself/herself using drugs. A higher degree of self-posts with drug content
could be an indicator of drug abuse, a behaviour that is subsumed within the attribute of
integrity (Cullen & Sackett, 2004). Therefore, if this Specific SNS Indicator were at least
weakly correlated with integrity test scores, this might be an indication that the Specific SNS
Indicator may be tapping the construct of integrity.
Venting about personal frustrations is another example of a potential Specific SNS
Indicator. Ratings of this indicator could be indicative of high Neuroticism, an attribute that
is characterized by anxiety, hostility, depression, self-consciousness, impulsiveness, and
vulnerability to stress. If ratings of the degree of venting on SNSs were at least weakly
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correlated with scores on Neuroticism, then that would demonstrate evidence that the
“venting” Specific SNS Indicator may be assessing what it is believed to assess.
I predicted that Specific SNS Indicators that are believed to tap performance-related
human attributes, such as those listed in the examples above, should have at least weak,
significant correlations with corresponding, established, traditional scales that assess these
same attributes. If Specific SNS Indicators are at least significantly, albeit weakly, related to
traditional scales, they could be a valuable alternative source of information for a given
attribute. According to Cohen (1988) correlations between .10 and .30 are weak, between .30
and .50 are moderate, and greater than .50 are strong. Thus, the following general hypothesis
is posited:
H3a: Specific SNS Indicators rated as tapping performance-related human attributes
will have significant correlations with traditional selection scales that assess these same
attributes, and these correlations will be at least weak (r > .10) in magnitude.
Overall judgments rely on what a rater implicitly deems important and they have a
large breadth of coverage, whereas Specific SNS Indicators have a more specific focus and
narrower content domain. Following from the personality literature on broad versus narrow
traits (see Ashton, 1998; Hastings & O’Neill, 2009; Rothstein & Goffin, 2006; Schneider,
Hough, & Dunnette, 1996), the Specific SNS Indicators, with their narrower focus, may add
unique variance beyond a Global SNS Rating in the prediction of traditional selection scales.
Therefore, I predict:
H3b: Specific SNS Indicators will account for significant incremental prediction
beyond a Global SNS Rating in the prediction of traditional selection scales.
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2.2.5

Testing for Response Distortion
There is a concern that has been debated among some researchers that SNS accounts

may not reflect their creators’ true identities and characteristics. Some researchers (e.g.,
Davison, Maraist, & Bing, 2011) have suggested that because of the visibility of SNSs,
applicants might “fake good” by distorting their SNS profiles in a bid to impress family,
friends, potential mates, and/or employers. However, other researchers (e.g., Back et al.,
2010, Brown & Vaughn, 2011; Krämer & Winter, 2008; Lampe, Ellison, & Steinfeld, 2007;
Pempek, Yermolayeva, & Calvert, 2009) have suggested that faking good is not likely to
occur, because SNS friends provide feedback and accountability on one’s profile. It is
important to test whether applicants are “faking good” on their SNS information, because if
they are, there may be implications for the validity findings of the current study. For
example, the relation between self-reported Extraversion and a Specific SNS Indicator that is
supposed to assess Extraversion could be weaker than expected if users are quite likely to
distort their SNS postings. Thus, for the current study, three different scales of faking were
used to test whether applicants were “faking good” on their SNS information.
Scales of impression management, one of the two dimensions of Social Desirability,
assess the degree to which one engages in deliberate self-presentation to an audience
(Paulhus, 1988). Specific SNS Indicators should be distinct from Impression Management. If
users are not managing their impressions, then their Specific SNS Indicators should not be
significantly related to Impression Management scores. In addition, the relation between
Specific SNS Indicator scales and their respective traditional scales should be stronger than
the relations between the Specific SNS Indicator scales and Impression Management.
Measuring these relations represents a form of discriminant validity based on the Hubley
(2014) definition that theoretically distinct constructs should not be highly correlated with
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one another, and that these correlations should be smaller in magnitude than correlations
between theoretically similar constructs.
H4a. The Specific SNS Indicator scales will be more strongly correlated with their
respective traditional scales than with an Impression Management scale.
It is worth pointing out that there have been alternative interpretations of Impression
Management scores, with some researchers (Zettler, Hilbig, Moshagen, & de Vries, 2015)
suggesting that they may reflect more virtuous, honest behaviour than dishonest responding.
With this in mind, two additional measures of response distortion were included to see if a
pattern of dishonest responding emerged across measures of response distortion.
Self-Deception was chosen as the second measure of response distortion. Even if SNS
users are not consciously distorting their presentation to others, they may be doing so
subconsciously. For instance, individuals who engage in self-deception actually believe their
own positively biased self-reports (Paulhus, 1988). Although there is a possibility that users
may be unwittingly distorting the information in their SNS profiles, previous research has
suggested that SNS profiles are fairly accurate in how they depict their owner’s personality
(Back et al., 2010). Therefore:
H4b. The Specific SNS Indicator scales will be more strongly correlated with their
respective traditional scales than with a Self-Deception scale.
Schneider and Goffin (2012) introduced the Perceived Ability to Deceive scale
(PATD), a new scale that may be related to faking. Those who consider themselves better at
deception may be more likely to actually fake. Therefore, if users have a high PATD score,
they may be more likely to fake their SNS profiles. As in Hypothesis 4a and 4b, it was
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predicted that users will not distort their impressions on their SNS profiles. Therefore, their
Specific SNS Indicator scales should not be strongly correlated with a PATD scale.
H4c. The Specific SNS Indicator scales will be more strongly correlated with their
respective traditional scales than with the PATD scale.
Even if H4a, H4b, and H4c are supported, this does not necessarily prove that faking is
not occurring. However, if one or more of these hypotheses are not supported, then that
would indicate that any findings supporting or disproving validity evidence for the Specific
SNS Indicator scales would have to be interpreted with caution because criterion correlations
may be inflated or deflated due to variance from Impression Management, Self-Deception,
and/or PATD.

2.3 Method
2.3.1

Participants
The sample consisted of 141 undergraduate students from the participant pool at a

large Canadian university. Fifty-seven males and 66 females completed the study, with 18
participants missing gender information. Ages ranged from 19 to 32 (M = 20.44, SD = 1.34).
When asked how much time they actively spent on SNSs (excluding chat services) in an
average day, six spent 0 to 15 minutes, eight spent 15 to 30 minutes, 29 spent 30 minutes to
an hour, 41 spent 1 to 2 hours, 31 spent 2 to 4 hours, six spent 4 to 8 hours, and two spent
more than 8 hours. Employment data were only available for 48 participants. Forty-three of
these participants had been employed before, and five had never held a job before. Six
participants were currently employed, and 42 were not.
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Participants earned course credit as part of their participation in this online study. To
participate, they were required to have a Facebook account and to “friend” the researcher so
that their Facebook information could be rated.

2.3.2

Procedure
When participants first arrived at the study website, they were presented a letter of

information explaining the nature of the study, and were told they would be required to
accept a “friend” request from the researcher in order to participate. Also, they were
informed that the researcher would remove himself from their Facebook account (i.e.,
‘unfriend them’) two weeks after their profiles had been rated.
Demographic information (e.g., age, gender) was collected from participants. As
mentioned previously, employment history was available for 48 individuals. These
employment data were not collected as part of the current survey, however, that information
was collected as part of a larger battery, referred to as “mass testing” within the university.
Those 48 respondents completed employment history for the larger battery and were matched
to the current study through an anonymous ID.
Participants were then asked to voluntarily complete the following attribute scales:
GMA, integrity, and personality. Finally, participants were thanked for their participation,
and were shown a debriefing form.
The previously mentioned Taxonomy Expert Raters rated how well each Specific
SNS Indicator should tap each performance-related attribute. The ratings were an important
step towards testing the theoretical dimensionality of the Specific SNS Indicators. The raters
consisted of 10 current and former Industrial/Organizational graduate students (four Ph.D.
consultants, four Ph.D. students, and two M.Sc. students) who were familiar with personnel
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selection as part of their graduate training. See the Specific SNS Indicator Taxonomy
Creation subsection of the results for more on these Taxonomy Expert Raters and how they
made their ratings.
Three SNS Expert Raters were charged with rating participants’ Facebook profiles.
These SNS Expert Raters were separate from the 10 Taxonomy Expert Raters. The three
SNS Expert Raters consisted of a MSc. graduate student with experience in selection and an
extensive knowledge of social media, an undergraduate student with extensive knowledge of
social media, and a human resource professional. They “scored” each participants’ Facebook
pages using the Specific SNS Indicators and using three items to measure their Global SNS
Rating of the profiles. The order of the ratings was counterbalanced such that for even
numbered participants, a Global SNS Rating was completed first and Specific SNS Indicators
completed second. For odd numbered participants, Specific SNS Indicators were completed
first and the Global SNS Rating was completed second. I assumed that hiring managers
would want to focus on more recent SNS information because they have limited time to
screen candidates’ Facebook profiles, so only the SNS information from the past two years
was evaluated.

2.3.3

Measures
Demographics. Items asking participants' age, gender, race, year of academic

study, and work experience were included.

General mental ability. The Personnel Assessment Form (PAF; Jackson, 2004)
was used as a measure of GMA. The verbal subtest consists of 35 multiple-choice items that
assess accumulated knowledge of diverse topics, words, and verbal concepts, and assesses
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the ability to recognize similarities among objects and concepts. The quantitative subtest
consists of 21 numerical problems with multiple-choice response options that assess
reasoning and problem solving abilities. When summed together, these subtests assess
general mental ability. An internal consistency reliability of .89 has been reported for the
verbal score, .87 for the quantitative score, and .94 for the general mental ability score
(Jackson, 2004). The PAF has demonstrated strong convergent validity (r = .82; Jackson,
2004) with another measure of general mental ability, the Multidimensional Aptitude
Battery-II (MAB-II; Jackson, 1998), upon which the PAF is based. It also has strong
convergent validity (r = .85; Jackson, 2004) with the Wonderlic Personnel Test (Wonderlic,
2002).

Integrity. The English version of the Inventar Berufsbezogener Einstellungen und
Selbsteinschätzungen [job-related attitudes and self-evaluations inventory; IBES; Marcus,
2006] served as the integrity test for the current study. The IBES consists of 60 Overt and 55
Personality-Based Integrity items, and “the length, content, and breadth of measurement of
this test corresponds closely to those of many commercial integrity tests available in North
America” (Marcus, Lee, & Ashton, 2007, p. 12). Participants reported the extent to which
they disagree or agree with each statement using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The validity of the IBES has been supported in a
number of studies (see Marcus, 2007, for a review).

Personality. A 120-item version of the FFM from the International Personality
Item Pool (IPIP; Goldberg, 1999) was used to measure personality. This version is described
in Johnson (2001) and Hastings and O’Neill (2009). Conscientiousness, Agreeableness,
Extraversion, Neuroticism, and Openness to Experience are each measured with 24 items on
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a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). These scales
were designed to capture the same dimensions as the NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI-R;
Costa & McCrae, 1992). Goldberg reported internal consistency reliabilities of .85 to .91 for
the IPIP scales, and strong evidence of validity. Also, Johnson reported strong convergent
correlations between the IPIP scales and the respective NEO-PI-R scales.
The 16 Honesty-Humility items from the 100-item HEXACO Personality InventoryRevised (Ashton & Lee, 2008) were included as part of the personality scales. The same 5point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree) was used. Ashton and Lee
reported an internal consistency of .92 for Honesty-Humility, along with extensive evidence
of validity.

Impression management. The Impression Management scale from Paulhus'
(1984, 1988) Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding (BIDR) was included in the
current study. The 20-item scale was embedded within the personality scales described
above. Participants stated their agreement or disagreement with the statements on a 5-point
Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree). Paulhus (1991) reported internal
consistency reliabilities of .75 to .86 for the Impression Management scale. After five weeks,
the test-retest reliability was .65 for the Impression Management scale (Paulhus, 1988). The
BIDR has also demonstrated convergent and discriminant validity (Paulhus, 1991).

Self-Deception. Self-Deception was also measured using the BIDR (Paulhus,
1984, 1988). It also consists of 20 items and uses the same 5-point Likert scale as the
Impression Management scale. Internal consistency reliabilities of .68 to .80 have been
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reported (Paulhus, 1991), as well as a test-retest reliability of .69 after five weeks (Paulhus,
1988) and evidence of validity (Paulhus, 1988; Paulhus 1991).

Perceived Ability to Deceive. The PATD (Schneider & Goffin, 2012) was
used, and consisted of six items on a 5-point Likert scale from Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree. The PATD has demonstrated evidence of reliability (Cronbach’s alpha = .81) and
discriminant validity (Schneider & Goffin, 2012). It has also been shown to increase
incremental prediction in counterproductive work behaviour beyond Conscientiousness,
Agreeableness, Neuroticism, and Honesty-Humility (Schneider & Goffin, 2012).

Careless responding checks. At the end of the study, participants responded
to a self-reported careless responding item which was used to identify and remove careless
responders from the data. This item was based on a careless responding item recommended
by Meade and Craig (2012). For the current study, participants responded “Use my
responses” or “Do NOT use my responses” to the question:
“If, for any reason (e.g., not carefully responding to the items) you do not think your
responses should be included in the current study, please click ‘Do NOT use my
responses’. Otherwise, please click ‘Use my responses’. Your response will not affect
your credit for this study”.

Specific SNS Indicators. The Specific SNS Indicators consisted of items rated
by the SNS Expert Raters using three different formats: the RPM format, the count format,
and the categorical format. Thirty-five items utilized the RPM format (labelled as “0-100” in
Item Scaling column of Table 1; see Figure 1 for an example of the response scale). Using
this format, the SNS Expert Raters rated participants on a percentile from 0 to 100, with 50
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representing the average for Facebook users on that indicator. For example, a rating of 60
would indicate that the ratee is judged to be higher than 60% of Facebook users on the given
indicator.
In addition, 14 indicators were rated using only percentiles from 50-100 (labelled as
“50-100” in Item Scaling column of Table 1; see Figure 1), because in certain instances, it
would not make sense to make a below-average rating. For example, for the Specific SNS
Indicator “vents about personal frustrations at home”, the average person would not engage
in this behaviour; they would not vent. If the ratee does vent, then the rater could assign them
a percentile from 51-100, which, using the RPM format, indicates a level of venting that is
above the average of 50. A true or false Specific SNS Indicator was also included (labelled as
“True/False” in Item Scaling column of Table 1). In addition, a count format was also used
(labelled as “Count” in Item Scaling column of Table 1; see Figure 1) for 25 indicators. The
count format Specific SNS Indicators mainly consisted of frequency information, such as
“number of written posts or comments by the candidate that refer to alcohol or drug use”.
There were 27 Specific SNS Indicators that were less subjective than the other
Specific SNS Indicators, and thus were deemed to only require ratings from one SNS Expert
Rater. These Specific SNS Indicators are referred to as objective data in the current study,
and are listed in the first column of Table 1 with “Ob” titles. The objective data makes use of
the same count format previously described for 22 of the 27 objective Specific SNS
Indicators. The other 5 objective Specific SNS Indicators relied on a categorical format
(labelled as a numbered range in Item Scaling column of Table 1; see Figure 1). For example,
one of the categorical Specific SNS Indicators was whether they had their birth date on their
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“About” page. A “0” was given if they did not give any birth date information, a “1” if they
had the date but not the year, and a “2” was given if they gave the date and the year.

Global SNS Rating. The same RPM format described above was also used for
the three SNS ratings used to create the Global SNS Rating. The three ratings consisted of:
“how attractive is this applicant as a potential employee of an organization”, “how likely
would you be to offer this person a job?”, “how qualified is this person for the job?”.

2.4 Results
2.4.1

Specific SNS Indicator Taxonomy Creation
A search of both peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed (e.g., news, online

commentaries, etc.) sources that refer to specific Facebook behaviours was conducted in
order to identify potential Specific SNS Indicators. Within these sources, the authors either
made mention of behaviours that they thought would be related to selection, or they listed
behaviours that I thought had the potential to be related to selection by tapping job-relevant
human attributes. This initial list consisted of 426 Specific SNS Indicators. Any redundancies
were then removed from the list and very similar indicators were consolidated wherever
possible, resulting in a refined list of 157 Specific SNS Indicators. It was important to
develop a large number of Specific SNS Indicators because, as part of any psychometric
scale construction, one should anticipate retaining only half of the items in the final scales
(Hinkin, 1998)
There were also some additional Specific SNS Indicators that needed to be created.
Facebook is continuously changing and updating, and at one point Facebook had removed a
feature that easily showed users’ “likes”, along with a number of other changes. As a result,
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five new indicators were created to stay current with the updates that Facebook had made to
its programming, and that refined list of 157 Specific SNS Indicators became 162.

2.4.2

Preliminary Evaluation of the Specific SNS Indicators
Evaluating the Specific SNS Indicator wording quality. The Taxonomy

Expert Raters, mentioned previously, evaluated the wording quality of the Specific SNS
Indicators to aid in item retention decisions. To help evaluate wording quality, they were
asked to consider if the item was clear and easy to understand, whether colloquialisms or
technical jargon made it more difficult to understand, and whether double-barrelled questions
were used. Wording quality was indicated on a scale from -2 (very poor quality) to +2 (very
good quality). This served as a tool for making item retention decisions, as indicators with
low quality ratings (average rating less than the absolute value of 1.00) either had their
wording changed or were dropped. An average rating of 1.00 was chosen as the cutoff,
because only well-worded indicators were desired. Before removing each of these indicators,
however, I ensured that there were ample numbers of indicators left in order to measure each
attribute.

Evaluating the relevance of the Specific SNS Indicators to human
attributes. After reading definitions of human attributes commonly assessed by traditional
selection scales (Ashton & Lee, 2008; Costa & McCrae, 1992; Jackson, 2004; Marcus, 2006;
Paulhus, 1984, 1988; Sackett & Wanek, 1997), the same set of Taxonomy Expert Raters
articulated a taxonomy of Specific SNS Indicators by rating the relevance of the Specific
SNS Indicators to the human attributes. The attributes consisted of general mental ability,
personality, and integrity, as well as their subdimensions listed in the measures section (see
Table 2 for all dimensions and subdimensions that were considered). To complete the
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taxonomy, raters completed a matrix in Excel, rating the relevance of each Specific SNS
Indicator (on each row) to the human attributes listed in each column. Both positive and
negative ratings were acceptable, as a Specific SNS Indicator might be associated with the
negative pole of a given attribute. For example, when a user posts a considerable amount of
negative content about another user on his/her own SNS, there may be a relation to the
negative pole of Agreeableness. The following scale from O’Neill, Lewis, and Carswell
(2011) was used by the raters: -2 (strong negative relation with the attribute), -1 (slight
negative relation with the attribute), 0 (unrelated to the attribute), +1 (slight positive relation
with the attribute), and +2 (strong positive relation with the attribute). Because the Specific
SNS Indicators may be multidimensional, it was acceptable for a Specific SNS Indicator to
have relevance ratings for more than one attribute. Only Specific SNS Indicators with an
average absolute rating of 1 (i.e., either a slight positive or negative relation with a human
attribute) or above were retained (see X1-X88 and Ob1-Ob27 in Table 1). Average absolute
ratings below a 1 were considered too low to be a part of the conceptual, judgment-based
approach. Therefore, after removing the aforementioned Specific SNS Indicators, the list of
162 indicators was reduced to 115.
The ICC(2,k) interrater reliabilities for the taxonomy ratings ranged from .65 to .94,
with an average of .85. In addition, there was an average ICC(2,k) of .77 for the five
additional items (see Specific SNS Indicator Taxonomy Creation section) that were rated by
four Taxonomy Expert Raters. Given that .70 has often been used to distinguish between
high and low interrater agreement (Lance et al., 2006; LeBreton et al., 2003), all of these
ICCs represent good interrater reliability, with the exception of the ratings for Quantitative
Ability (.65). All of these interrater reliabilities, however, were statistically significant.
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Relative Format
0-100 scale:

Engage in the behaviour more than ____% of all Facebook users.
50-100 scale :

Engage in the behaviour more than ____% of all Facebook users.
Count Format:
List the number of times that the candidate is drinking alcohol: ____ times.
Categorical Format:
Has birth date on the About page (0 if no, 1 if birthday but no year given, 2 if year given):
___
Figure 1 (Study 1): Specific SNS Indicator Response Scales
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Table 1 (Study 1): Number of Respondents, Interrater Reliabilities, Means, and
Standard Deviations for SNS Indicators
Item
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12
X13
X14
X15
X16
X17
X18
X19
X20
X21
X22
X23
X24
X25
X26
X27
X28
X29
X30
X31
X32

N
140
85
140
82
141
141
140
140
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
37
141
21
141
45
141
15
141
141
45
141
42
141
139
141

ICC(2,k)

(2,1)

Item
Scaling

.30*
.38**
.27*
.51**
.32*
.55**
.73**
.74**
.77**
.69**
-.07
.61**
.59**
.16
.80**
.92**
.10
.88**
.18
.36**
.37**
.44**
.38**
Error
.84**

.14*
.17**
.11*
.26**
.14*
.29**
.48**
.48**
.53**
.42**
-.02
.34**
.33**
.06
.57**
.80**
.03
.71**
.07
.16**
.16**
.21**
.17**
Error
.64**

Count
0-100
Count
0-100
Count
0-100
0-100
0-100
0-100
0-100
Count
Count
Count
Count
Count
Count
Count
0-100
Count
0-100
Count
0-100
Count
0-100
Count

.46**
.86**
.10
.17
.07
.15
.18

.22**
.67**
.04
.06
.03
.05
.07

Count
0-100
Count
0-100
Count
Count
Count

Mean

SD

6.34
53.00
6.33
54.84
0.83
30.04
37.80
36.20
58.51
53.67
0.83
0.22
2.76
0.29
0.72
1.16
0.19
55.41
0.08
44.29
0.28
59.58
0.04
47.00
2.34

11.05
13.18
11.83
15.11
1.73
17.18
19.13
19.42
15.06
15.04
3.51
0.43
3.38
0.56
1.34
3.35
0.60
18.55
0.24
28.46
0.54
21.30
0.13
21.61
3.65

0.28
52.24
0.27
54.88
0.42
0.05
0.08

SNS
Key
HH,
Int
Int
Int
Int

IM

Ag
Int

HH,
Int

0.70
18.53
0.60
14.56
0.83
0.18
0.24
(continued)
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Table 1 (continued): Number of Respondents, Interrater Reliabilities, Means, and
Standard Deviations for SNS Indicators
Item
SNS
Item
N
ICC(2,k)
ICC(2,1)
Scaling
Mean
SD
Key
1.16
2.02
X33
141
.89**
.72**
Count
4.58
12.35
X34
141
.11
.04
Count
0.02
0.07
X35
141
.04
.01
Count
0.13
1.41
X36
141
.85**
.66**
Count
51.01
16.73
Ext
141
.85**
.65**
0-100
X37
1.42
2.28
X38
141
.18
.07
Count
44.21
12.17
Op
140
.67**
.40**
0-100
X39
55.80
13.75
X40
141
.73**
.47**
0-100
47.47
7.98
VA
141
.53**
.28**
0-100
X41
55.59
11.37
Con
141
.71**
.45**
0-100
X42
56.88
10.98
Con
141
.70**
.44**
0-100
X43
56.12
13.63
Con
141
.75**
.50**
0-100
X44
47.82
8.39
VA
141
.62**
.35**
0-100
X45
50.50
15.22
IM
141
.72**
.46**
0-100
X46
Con,
141
.42**
.19**
0-100
47.88
9.11
VA
X47
56.45
7.21
X48
141
.78**
.56**
50-100
54.43
6.59
X49
141
.76**
.54**
50-100
55.31
10.99
Con
141
.65**
.38**
0-100
X50
50.06
11.71
X51
141
.61**
.34**
0-100
47.09
10.16
X52
141
.52**
.26**
0-100
51.12
10.29
X53
140
.64**
.37**
0-100
51.40
3.14
X54
141
.33*
.14*
50-100
56.53
6.08
X55
141
.57**
.30**
50-100
51.76
5.13
X56
141
.56**
.30**
50-100
61.59
8.70
Ag
141
.58**
.31**
0-100
X57
55.89
6.62
X58
141
.76**
.52**
50-100
True/
X59
141
False
0.00
0.04
50.41
1.93
X60
141
-.04
-.01
50-100
61.19
7.83
X61
141
.50**
.25**
0-100
52.92
14.15
X62
140
.66**
.39**
0-100
51.92
15.44
X63
141
.83**
.62**
0-100
41.42
12.67
X64
141
.66**
.39**
0-100
45.09
10.90
X65
141
.60**
.34**
0-100
(continued)
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Table 1 (continued): Number of Respondents, Interrater Reliabilities, Means, and
Standard Deviations for SNS Indicators
Item
SNS
Item
N
ICC(2,k)
ICC(2,1)
Scaling
Mean
SD
Key
50.52
1.81
X66
141
.44**
.21**
50-100
55.80
14.90
Ex
141
.75**
.50**
0-100
X67
51.44
13.01
X68
141
.77**
.53**
0-100
57.71
9.98
X69
141
.60**
.34**
0-100
56.32
13.01
X70
141
.73**
.47**
0-100
52.74
13.32
X71
141
.67**
.41**
0-100
52.67
11.57
Ex
141
.64**
.38**
0-100
X72
49.68
13.08
Op
141
.71**
.45**
0-100
X73
Op,
141
.74**
.49**
0-100
57.81
12.96
Ex
X74
52.74
12.96
IM
141
.70**
.43**
0-100
X75
49.53
4.13
X76
134
.51**
.26**
0-100
67.03
8.67
X77
141
.79**
.55**
50-100
51.04
12.37
IM
140
.69**
.43**
0-100
X78
52.62
10.89
IM
141
.67**
.40**
0-100
X79
Con,
138
.35**
.15**
50-100
56.00
7.25
IM
X80
40.53
11.02
X81
138
.47**
.23**
0-100
50.18
11.86
X82
138
.46**
.22**
0-100
2.66
4.60
X83
140
-.06
-.02
Count
50.83
3.04
X84
140
.79**
.55**
50-100
58.54
8.17
X85
140
.49**
.24**
50-100
56.12
7.30
X86
140
.58**
.32**
50-100
0.33
0.30
X87
141
.24*
.10*
0-100
53.30
5.42
X88
134
.24*
.10**
50-100
1.30
.55
0-2
Ob1
134
0.81
.40
0-1
Ob2
134
0.61
.87
0-1
Ob3
134
2.78
.72
0-3
Ob4
134
0.23
.79
0-3
Ob5
134
19.68
21.82
Count
Ob6
130
2.81
13.84
Count
Ob7
129
2.12
3.39
Count
Ob8
130
0.63
1.21
Count
Ob9
129
10.32
12.65
Count
Ob10
130
(continued)
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Table 1 (continued): Number of Respondents, Interrater Reliabilities, Means, and
Standard Deviations for SNS Indicators
Item
SNS
Item
N
ICC(2,k)
ICC(2,1)
Scaling
Mean
SD
Key
3.21
5.36
Count
Ob11
125
2.19
3.81
Count
Ob12
134
0.09
.36
Count
Ob13
134
1.19
5.98
Count
Ob14
134
0.79
2.02
Count
Ob15
134
16.57
34.38
Count
Ob16
134
5.12
10.39
Count
Ob17
134
52.25
36.78
Ex
Count
131
Ob18
1.53
4.06
Count
Ob19
131
15.35
17.16
Count
Ob20
131
9.27
7.56
Count
Ob21
131
1.57
4.22
Count
Ob22
131
10.48
23.63
Count
Ob23
125
9.99
14.08
Count
Ob24
130
1.10
3.79
Count
Ob25
131
2007.
Count
Ob26
133
60
1.38
747.4
378.29
Ex
Count
129
3
Ob27
53.19
9.97
0-100
141
.64**
.37**
Ov1
54.80
11.83
0-100
141
.71**
.45**
Ov2
52.41
14.55
0-100
141
.64**
.38**
Ov3
Note. Bolded items indicate those items which were retained to create the Specific SNS Indicator scales.
Items with an “Ob” refer to less subjective count and categorical items that were rated by one SNS Expert
Rater. Ob26 is the year the participant first signed up for Facebook, and Ob27 is number of Facebook friends
s/he has. Items with an “Ov” refer to the overall ratings of Facebook profiles. The ‘SNS Key’ column refers
to the attribute coverage for the indicators that were retained for the Specific SNS Indicator scales. ICC(2,k)
represents an estimate of interrater reliability if multiple raters were doing the ratings. ICC(2,1) represents an
estimate of interrater reliability if a single rater were doing the ratings. ICCs for X59 could not be calculated
because a categorical true/false format was used; however, the Fleiss Kappa (Fleiss, 1971), a measure of
agreement used for categorical formats, was .99. Ag = Agreeableness; Ex = Extraversion; Con =
Conscientiousness; Op = Openness; HH = Honesty-Humility; IM = Impression Management; VA = Verbal
Ability; Int = Integrity. *p < .01, **p < .001
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Interrater reliabilities for all retained Specific SNS Indicators. After
the taxonomy was completed, a different set of expert raters, three SNS Expert Raters (see
the procedures section), used this list of 115 Specific SNS Indicators to rate the participants.
Overall, the average ICC(2,k) interrater reliability in this group was .53, with a range of -.07
to .92. This interrater reliability analysis considered the indicators as single-item scales.
Paunonen (1984) suggested that single-item scales for psychological tests typically fall below
.30. Thus, an average ICC(2,k) interrater reliability of .53 is not surprising. However, these
reliabilities are still fairly low. The average did increase slightly once only the Specific SNS
Indicators with significant ICC(2,k) interrater reliabilities were retained (see the following
paragraph). It is also worth mentioning that the ICC(2,k) interrater reliabilities were
considerably higher, on average, for the indicators using the RPM format (average = .60)
than they were for those with the count format (average = .35). For the Global SNS Rating
indicators, the average interrater reliability was .66. This will be discussed in further detail in
the discussion section. However, overall, the ICC reliabilities were fairly low for the Specific
SNS Indicators and the Global SNS Rating indicators.
H1 was partially supported, as 72 of the 88 Specific SNS Indicators rated by more
than one rater had ICC(2,k) interrater reliabilities that were significantly different from zero
(see those with one or two asterisks in Table 1; reliabilities above .24 were significant). Upon
removal of Specific SNS Indicators with non-significant ICC(2,k) interrater reliabilities, the
average interrater reliability was now .61, with a range of .24 to .92. The discarded 16
indicators did not concentrate on any one attribute area, so their removal did not result in a
loss of coverage for any particular attribute. The three SNS Experts’ ratings were averaged
together to create single scores for each of the 72 Specific SNS Indicators.
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Table 2 (Study 1): Dimensions and Subdimensions of Attributes Used
Dimensions
General Mental Ability

Subdimensions
Verbal Ability
Quantitative Ability

Personality

Agreeableness
Extraversion
Conscientiousness
Openness
Neuroticism
Honesty-Humility
Impression Management

Integrity

Overt Integrity
Personality-Based Integrity
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ICC(2,1) interrater reliabilities were also included in Table 1 to provide the reader
with an estimate of what the interrater reliability would be if only one rater were doing the
ratings. The average for the ICC(2,1) interrater reliabilities was .38, with a range of .10 to
.80. Objective Specific SNS Indicators were not included as part of hypothesis H1 because
they were only assessed by a single rater. Estimates of interrater reliability require multiple
raters.
In addition to the indicators that were removed because they had nonsignificant
ICC(2,k), interrater reliabilities, there were two “follow-up” indicators that had to be
removed. These follow-up indicators were used to get more information from a previous
indicator (e.g., after answering X17 (“number of positive statements about former/current
employer(s), work colleagues, clients, supervisors, classmates, or teachers/professors”), the
rater was asked to answer X18 (“how positive were these statements?”). Because X17 and
X19 had poor interrater reliability (see Table 1), their follow-up indicators (X18 and X20)
were not included as part of the Specific SNS Indicator scales created in subsequent analyses
(see below).
The three items measuring the Global SNS Ratings of participants’ Facebook profiles
had ICC(2,k) interrater reliabilities ranging from .64 to .71 (see Table 1). The three SNS
Expert Raters’ Global SNS Ratings were averaged in order to create a single score for each
of the three Global SNS Ratings described above.

2.4.3

Evaluation of Structural Validity
In order to evaluate the structure of the Specific SNS Indicators, a series of models

had to be tested for each attribute. The goal was to create individual Confirmatory Factor
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Analysis (CFA) models in order to assess the unidimensionality of each Specific SNS
Indicator scale. Each Specific SNS Indicator scale was tested individually because of the
small sample size in the current study. Testing all of the Specific SNS Indicator scales in a
single model would have required a substantial sample size.
According to Kline (2011), one would be well served to start off with less complex
measurement models before investigating more complex models. This way any problems
with the individual measurement models could be more easily diagnosed before proceeding
to the more complex models that include all respective constructs. Based upon this
recommendation, what follows is a general overview of the steps that were taken. The
following steps are described in more detail in subsequent sections.
First, measurement models were tested using CFAs for each of the traditional scales
(Agreeableness, Extraversion, Conscientiousness, Openness to Experience, Impression
Management, Neuroticism, Honesty-Humility, Verbal Ability, Quantitative Ability, and
Integrity).
Second, using the final list of Specific SNS Indicators that were retained after the
preceding sections, measurement models were created using Exploratory Factor Analyses
(EFAs) for each of the Specific SNS Indicator Scales (Agreeableness, Extraversion,
Conscientiousness, Openness to Experience, Impression Management, Neuroticism,
Honesty-Humility, Verbal Ability, Quantitative Ability, and Integrity). EFAs were used for
the Specific SNS Indicator measurement models as opposed to CFAs, because unlike the
established, traditional scales, their factor structure required more exploration, which is better
served by EFA over CFA (Asparouhov & Muthen, 2009).
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Finally, a set of Combined CFA Models were tested. They consisted of the Specific
SNS Indicators and the traditional selection scales as correlated latent variables with the
Global SNS Rating as a correlated, directly observed variable. These models were tested
separately for each attribute (Agreeableness, Extraversion, Conscientiousness, Openness to
Experience, Impression Management, Neuroticism, Honesty-Humility, Verbal Ability,
Quantitative Ability, and Integrity) in order to assess the structural validity of the Specific
SNS Indicators and the Global SNS Rating of participants’ SNS profiles. For an example of
one of these Combined CFA Models, please see Figure 2 (see Appendix A for the remaining
Combined CFA Model diagrams).
For the CFAs and EFAs, Mplus7 (Muthén & Muthén, 2012) was used for the
analyses, with maximum likelihood used as the estimator. For all of the above models, the
goodness-of-fit indicators described below were used to assess the fit of each model. I have
also included general rules of thumb for what are considered by several researchers (i.e.,
Browne & Cudeck, 1993; Hu & Bentler, 1999; Jörgen & Sörbom, 1993) to be indications of
good model fit. These rules of thumbs are only provided to help the reader better understand
the nature of the fit indices. Strict rules of thumbs or cut off scores were not used in the
current study, because a number of researchers (e.g., Goffin, 2007; Marsh, Hau, Kit-Tai, &
Wen, 2004) believe that they may be too conservative, and could lead to the rejection of
genuinely acceptable models.
The comparative fit index (CFI) examines the relative improvement in fit between a
hypothesized model and a statistical baseline model. This baseline model is, in most cases
and in the case of the current study, an independence (null) model, which assumes zero
covariances for observed variables (Kline, 2011). CFIs of .90 or greater are generally
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Figure 2. Confirmatory factor analysis for Conscientiousness. contrad = traditional scale
of Conscientiousness; consns = Specific SNS Indicator scale of Conscientiousness; global
= Global SNS Rating; selfeff = self-efficacy; order = orderliness; dutifl = dutifulness;
achiev = achievement; selfdisc = self-discipline; cautious = cautiousness. The standardized
estimates are presented with the standard errors in parentheses. Values of 1.000 represent
that the variances were fixed at 1 to give a standardized solution.
Figure 2 (Study 1): Combined Confirmatory Factor Analysis for Conscientiousness
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considered to be indicative of adequate model fit, while values above .95 are preferred (Hu &
Bentler, 1999).
The root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) represents the differences
between the hypothesized model (with optimally chosen parameter estimates) and the
population covariance matrix (Hooper, Coughlan, & Mullen, 2008). The RMSEA ranges
from 0 to 1, with lower values presumed to indicate a better fit. RMSEAs less than .08
represent reasonable errors of approximation, but RMSEAs less than .05 represent “close fit”
(Browne & Cudeck, 1993, Jörgen & Sörbom, 1993).
The standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) is the square root of the
difference between the sample covariance matrix and the model covariance matrix (Hooper,
Coughlan, & Mullen, 2008). It ranges from 0 to 1, with lower values indicating better model
fit. Models with SRMRs less than .08 are presumed to have a good fit according to Hu and
Bentler (1999).
At this point, it is worth mentioning that because of the smaller sample size and the
low degrees of freedom that could occur for some of the models, the resulting power could
be low (Goffin, 2007; MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara, 1996). Low power can be a
concern because it means that the particular model might be supported when it should not be
(Fornell, 1983). Therefore, I calculated the sample sizes required to reach a power value of
.80 for a CFI of .95, a CFI of .90, a RMSEA of .05, and a RMSEA of .08. It was anticipated
that the Verbal Ability Combined CFA model, which had four degrees of freedom, would
likely be the model with the least amount of parameters estimated, and the least amount of
power. Because the traditional scale for Verbal Ability, the verbal component of the PAF,
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was only a raw score, it had to be included in the model as a directly observed variable,
reducing the number of parameters estimated. Therefore, the Verbal Ability Combined CFA
model was chosen to form a baseline power calculation, as all other models would have more
power.
According to the calculations in Kim (2005), a sample size of at least 100 would be
required to attain a power of .80 for a model with 4 degrees of freedom and a CFI of .95. A
sample size of 50 would be required to attain a power of .80 with 4 degrees of freedom and a
CFI of. 90. Given the sample size of 141, the power was considered adequate to interpret the
CFIs of each model. It also must be pointed out that models with smaller degrees of freedom
and low sample sizes can lead to artificially large RMSEA values (Kenny, Kaniskan, &
McCoach, 2014). According to the calculations in Kim, a sample size of 1195 would be
required to attain a power of .80 for a model with 4 degrees of freedom and a RMSEA less
than .05. For a RMSEA less than .08, a sample size of 467 would be required to attain a
power of .80 for a model with 4 degrees of freedom. Therefore, it is recommended not to
over rely on the RMSEA values for the interpretation of model fit in the current study.

Measurement models for traditional scales. Confirmatory Factor Analysis
models were tested for each of the traditional scales (Agreeableness, Extraversion,
Conscientiousness, Openness to Experience, Impression Management, Neuroticism,
Honesty-Humility, Verbal Ability, Quantitative Ability, and Integrity). For each of the
traditional CFA measurement scales, each facet (i.e., subcomponent) of the given attribute
dimension served as an indicator that loaded on the latent variable for the respective
traditional attribute. For the traditional personality scales, the facets of each attribute were
based on the NEO-PI-R model (Costa & McCrae, 1992), and there were four items per facet.
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The Agreeableness’ facets were: Trust, Morality, Altruism, Cooperation, Modesty, and
Sympathy. For Extraversion, the facets were Friendliness, Gregariousness, Assertiveness,
Activity Level, Excitement-Seeking. For Conscientiousness, the facets were: Cheerfulness.
Self-Efficacy, Order, Dutifulness, Achievement Striving, Self-Discipline, and Cautiousness.
For Openness to Experience, the facets were: Imagination, Artistic, Emotionality,
Adventurousness, Intellect, and Liberalism. For Neuroticism, the facets were: Anxiety,
Anger, Depression, Self-Consciousness, Immoderation, and Vulnerability. Finally, the
Honesty-Humility facets from the HEXACO Personality Inventory-Revised (Ashton & Lee,
2008) were: Modesty, Greed-Avoidance, Sincerity, and Fairness. Each facet for HonestyHumility also had four items.
The other traditional scale models required different procedures. First, for Impression
Management, the scale was not designed to be broken down into facets, and there were a
relatively large number of items (20). Including all of the items as separate indicators for the
respective latent variable would greatly increase the required sample size (Landis, Beal, &
Tesluk, 2000), therefore, parcels were created to reduce the number of estimated parameters
in the model (Landis et al., 2000). Four parcels were created with 4-5 items per parcel.
Second, some of the common thinking about the structure of integrity is that it is
hierarchical, with Overt and Personality-Based Integrity variables loading on a single higherorder factor of integrity (Ones, Schmidt, & Viswesvara, 1994a; 1994b). Therefore, this
hierarchical model was tested in the current study. Integrity served as the superfactor, and
both Overt and Personality-Based Integrity served as the second-order factors. The integrity
scale used in the current study, the IBES (Marcus, 2006), consists of both an Overt and a
Personality-Based Integrity scale. There are four facets for Overt Integrity and five facets for
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Personality-Based Integrity, and each facet served as an indicator for its respective scale. The
Overt Integrity facets were: Trust, Perceived Norms, [Non]Rationalization, and
Intentions/Fantasies. The Personality-Based Integrity facets were: Reliability, Stimulus
Seeking [Low], Manipulativeness [Low], Self-Concept, and Trouble Avoidance. However,
the model failed to converge, replicating the non-convergence and relatively poor fit found in
Marcus, Hoft, and Riediger (2006) when they tested the same hierarchical model. Therefore,
I decided to investigate Overt and Personality-Based Integrity as separate, non-hierarchical
models. Overt Integrity was tested with its facets serving as indicators in one model, and
Personality-Based Integrity was tested with its facets serving as indicators in another model.
Both of the aforementioned models converged. However, for Personality-Based
Integrity, the model had extremely poor fit, χ2(2) = 11.138, p < .01, CFI = .932, RMSEA =
.201, SRMR = .057, largely as a result of the lack of a significant factor loading for the SelfConcept facet/indicator. It seems as though 8 out of 19 of the items that were used to create
this facet reflected anger more than one’s positive self-concept. For instance, one item
involved rating how much something would anger the respondent, and another involved
rating how much the respondent would like to assault someone who was irritating him/her.
Therefore, the Self-Concept facet was dropped as an indicator of Personality-Based Integrity.
This left Reliability, Stimulus Seeking, Manipulativeness, Self-Concept, and Trouble
Avoidance as the remaining indicators in the model. The model had a better fit, albeit with
low degrees of freedom, χ2(2) = .229, n.s., CFI = 1.000, RMSEA = .000, SRMR = .010.
A model could not be generated for Verbal Ability or Quantitative Ability because
only the overall score for each dimension of the PAF was provided by the test publisher.
Therefore, the Verbal Ability raw score would have to be treated as a directly observed
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variable in any subsequent models using the Verbal Ability tradition scale. The same would
apply for Quantitative Ability.
The goodness-of-fit indicators of the confirmatory factor analysis measurement
models for the traditional scales, with the above changes included, can be found in Table 3.
The unstandardized and standardized factor loadings for these models can be found in Table
4.
The internal consistency reliabilities were acceptable for the traditional scales, with a
range from .76 to .90. The descriptives and Cronbach’s alphas for the traditional scales are
presented later on in Table 7 for comparison with those from the Specific SNS Indicator
scales.

Measurement models for Specific SNS Indicator scales. EFA
measurement models were created for the Specific SNS Indicators believed to represent
Agreeableness, Extraversion, Conscientiousness, Openness to Experience, Impression
Management, Neuroticism, Honesty-Humility, Verbal Ability, Quantitative Ability, and
Integrity. The indicators for these models consisted of Specific SNS Indicators that the
Taxonomy Expert Raters rated as being relevant to their respective human attributes, as
described in the ‘evaluating the relevance of the Specific SNS Indicators to human attributes’
section above. However, as mentioned previously, only indicators with significant ICC(2,k)
reliabilities were included (i.e., items with asterisks in Table 1).
Parallel Analysis (O’Connor, 2000) was used to determine the number of factors in
the model. It is arguably a superior method to other procedures (Wood, Tataryn, & Gorsuch,
1996), and focuses on the number of factors accounting for more variance than the variance
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Table 3 (Study 1): Goodness-of-Fit Indicators for Traditional Scale CFA Measurement
Models
Model
Agreeableness
Extraversion
Conscientiousness
Openness
Neuroticism
Honesty-Humility
Impression Management
Verbal Ability
Quantitative Ability
Overt Integrity
Personality-Based
Integrity

CFI
.881
.910
.867
.941
.986
.994
.970
.932

χ2
22.120
26.670
30.796
16.092
12.134
2.189
4.944
11.138

df
9
9
9
9
9
2
2
2

χ2 p-value
.009
.002
.000
.065
.206
.335
.084
.004

RMSEA
.114
.132
.146
.084
.056
.029
.114
.201

SRMR
.058
.064
.068
.049
.036
.028
.036
.057

1.000

.229

2

.892

.000

.010

Note. N = 141. CFI = comparative fit index, χ2 = chi-squared, df = degrees of freedom, χ2 p-value =
significance value of chi-squared, RMSEA = Root Mean Square Approximation, SRMR = standardized
root mean square residual. CFA models for Verbal Ability and Quantitative Ability could not be calculated
because only the overall scores for each were provided by the test publisher.
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Table 4 (Study 1): Factor Loadings for Traditional Scale CFA Measurement Models
Item

Factor Loadings
Unstandardized
Standardized

Agreeableness
Trust
Morality
Altruism
Cooperation
Modesty
Sympathy

.23* (.07)
.41* (.05)
.33* (.05)
.44* (.08)
.17* (.06)
.24* (.05)

.33
.74
.70
.58
.29
.49

Extraversion
Friendliness
Gregariousness
Assertiveness
Activity Level
Excitement-Seeking
Cheerfulness

.62* (.06)
.56* (.07)
.39* (.07)
.17* (.07)
.25* (.06)
.53* (.06)

.90
.69
.56
.25
.41
.74

Conscientiousness
Self-Efficacy
Order
Dutifulness
Achievement Striving
Self-Discipline
Cautiousness

.35* (.05)
.36* (.09)
.22* (.05)
.59* (.07)
.58* (.06)
.25* (.08)

.64
.43
.44
.77
.82
.32

Openness
Imagination
Artistic Interests
Emotionality
Adventurousness
Intellect
Liberalism

.40* (.07)
.49* (.07)
.30* (.05)
.36* (.07)
.49* (.08)
.25* (.07)

.60
.65
.57
.56
.64
.40

Honesty-Humility
Modesty

.46* (.09)

.68
(continued)
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Table 4 (continued): Factor Loadings for Traditional Scale CFA Measurement
Models
Item
Factor Loadings
Unstandardized
Standardized
.37*
(.09)
.50
Greed Avoidance
.21 (.08)
.32
Sincerity
Fairness
.40* (.10)
.49
Impression Management
Parcel1
Parcel2
Parcel3
Parcel4

1.86* (.25)
2.14* (.28)
1.56* (.29)
1.57* (.26)

.74
.75
.55
.60

-

-

Overt Integrity
Trust
Perceived Norms
(Non)Rationalization
Intentions/Fantasies

.22* (.03)
.19* (.04)
.38* (.04)
.39* (.05)

.60
.44
.89
.76

Personality-Based Integrity
Reliability
Stimulus Seeking (Low)
Manipulativeness (Low)
Trouble Avoidance

.11* (.04)
.23* (.06)
.42* (.08)
.20* (.06)

.29
.44
.86
.41

Verbal Ability
Verbal Ability

Note. N = 141. Standard errors are in parentheses.
*p < .05
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derived from random data (O’Connor, 2000). The EFAs were run in Mplus using a maximum
likelihood robust estimator. Geomin served as the rotation method. Geomin was specifically
chosen because it has provided good results in various situations, such as for complex factor
patterns (Browne, 2001). Also, Geomin is an oblique rotation that allows the factors to be
correlated (Muthén & Muthén, 2012). It was important to allow the factors to correlate as the
Taxonomy Expert Raters already rated that indicators may tap multiple constructs (i.e., they
are multidimensional).
Fit statistics for the models were interpreted at various stages to serve as a barometer
for the effect any changes had on the fit of the models. Such changes included indicator
elimination from the model, or reductions in number of factors.
Finally, specific SNS Indicators had to have significant factor loadings in order to be
included as part of the final measurement model. A factor loading cutoff was used to
eliminate Specific SNS Indicators with small loadings on their factors. Tabachnick and Fidell
(2007) have recommended that factor loadings should be greater than .320 (considered a poor
loading), because at .320, a factor loading would account for 10% of the explained variance
in the factor.
The steps taken to conduct each EFA for the Specific SNS Indicator scales are
detailed below, along with the final set of Specific SNS Indicators that were used to represent
each model in the Combined CFA Models. The goodness-of-fit indicators of these
measurement models can be found in Table 5.

Agreeableness. The initial indicators used for the Agreeableness EFA consisted
of X13, X21, X22, and X57. The parallel analysis pointed to a one-factor EFA solution,
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which had good fit, χ2(6) = 44.795, p < .01, CFI = .977, RMSEA = .056, SRMR = .075.
However, X21 did not have a significant factor loading (-.106), and was removed. As a
result, X22 had to be removed as well, because it was a follow-up indicator to X21. X13 and
X57 were the only remaining Specific SNS Indicators. X13 and X57 were moderately
correlated (r = .483, p < .05), which was used as justification for aggregating them into a
single, directly observed variable in subsequent models. The two Agreeableness Specific
SNS Indicators were standardized using z-scores, and then combined to form the composite
scale. The use of z-scores was to give equal weighting to both items, because they each had
different means and standard deviations (X13 was a count item, and X57 was a 0-100 RPM
format item). This method was used to prevent the scaling of one item from overly
influencing the weighting of the composite scale.
Because there were not enough Specific SNS Indicators for Agreeableness in order to
assess the fit of the model, reliability was investigated as a test of unidimensionality.
Spearman-Brown reliability has been deemed a better match for two-item scales than
Cronbach’s alpha reliability (Eisinga, Frotenhuis, & Pelzer, 2013). Therefore, the SpearmanBrown estimate of reliability was calculated, and it was .65. According to some researchers,
reliabilities above .60 are minimally acceptable (see Clark & Watson, 1995).

Extraversion. The Extraversion EFA consisted of X7, X8, X37, X67, X72, X74,
Ob11, Ob18, Ob24, and Ob27. Again, the Ob variables refer to the objective data that were
deemed to only require ratings from one SNS Expert Rater. The parallel analysis pointed to a
two-factor solution, which had relatively good fit, χ2(26) = 90.649, p < .01, CFI = .927,
RMSEA = .133, SRMR = .074. X7 and X8 seemed to load very highly (1.019 and .968,
respectively) on the first factor. These indicators seemed to be tapping another, somewhat-
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related construct (e.g., integrity) because they dealt with more criminal and inappropriate
behaviours than did the other indicators in the first factor. Therefore, X7 and X8 were
removed, and the EFA was conducted again as a one-factor solution. The fit of the one-factor
solution was an improvement, χ2(20) = 100.457, p < .01, CFI = .766, RMSEA = .169, SRMR
= .104, yet Ob24 did not have a significant factor loading. Therefore, it was removed as well.
Finally, Ob11 was removed because it had a loading (.242) below .320. Therefore, the
remaining Specific SNS Indicators were: X37, X67, X72, X74, Ob18, and Ob27. The
Extraversion EFA measurement model was good, χ2(9) = 57.907, p < .01, CFI = .840,
RMSEA = .196, (90% CI = .150–.246; probability less than .05 = .000), SRMR = .088 (see
Table 5). The Geomin rotated factor loadings can be found in Table 6. The Extraversion SNS
scale had a Cronbach’s alpha reliability of .73, adding support to its unidimensionality.

Conscientiousness. X1, X2, X3, X4, X6, X7, X9, X12, X26, X27, X42, X43,
X44, X47, X50, X62, and X80 were included in the EFA for Conscientiousness. The parallel
analysis pointed to a three-factor EFA solution, however it failed to converge. The two-factor
EFA solution, however, did converge, χ2(103) = 375.00, p < .01, CFI = .837, RMSEA = .137,
SRMR = .115. X2, X4, X12, and X27 were dropped, as they did not load on either factor.
X1, X3, X6, X7, X9, X26, and X62 loaded on the first factor. X9, X42, X43, X47, X50, X62,
and X80 loaded on the second factor. The correlation between the two factors was small, r =
-.097, p < .05. Initially I thought that the two factors were Achievement Striving and
Methodicalness, because these are the two factors that underlie most measures of
Conscientiousness (Ashton, Jackson, Paunonen, Helmes, & Rothstein, 1995). However, the
content of the respective Specific SNS Indicators was not consistent with that breakdown.
The first factor seemed to be tapping integrity, because the indicator content dealt more with
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criminal and inappropriate behaviour than it did with Conscientiousness. Indeed, as discussed
later, some of these Specific SNS Indicators were used to predict the Specific SNS Integrity
scale. Therefore, the Specific SNS Indicators from this factor were dropped. Finally, X9 was
removed because the factor loading (.298) was lower than .320. This left X42, X43, X44,
X47, X50, and X80 remaining, resulting in good fit χ2(9) = 16.897, p < .01, CFI = .991,
RMSEA = .079, SRMR = .026 (see Table 5). The Geomin rotated factor loadings can be
found in Table 6. The unidimensionality of the Conscientiousness SNS scale was
additionally supported because its Cronbach’s alpha was .81.

Openness to Experience. The indicators for the Openness to Experience EFA
consisted of X39, X53, X73, X74, Ob7, and Ob23. The parallel analysis pointed to a onefactor solution. The one-factor EFA approached adequate fit, χ2(9) = 27.855, p < .01, CFI =
.810, RMSEA = .122, SRMR = .074, but Ob7 did not have a significant factor loading (.063).
Therefore, Ob7 was removed. Ob23 and X53 had loadings below .320 (.234 and .306,
respectively), and were also removed, leaving just X39, X73, and X74. The resulting model
had 0 degrees of freedom and a resulting perfect fit, so its EFA results could not be
interpreted. However, the internal consistency reliability (α = .67) was minimally acceptable
(Clark & Watson, 1995), adding some support for the unidimensionality of this model.

Neuroticism. The Taxonomy Expert Raters only identified two Specific SNS
Indicators that may tap Neuroticism. However, I could not justify the creation of a composite
in this case because X1 and X2 were too weakly correlated (r = .017, n.s.), and the resulting
reliability would be unacceptably low (Spearman-Brown reliability = .03). Therefore, this
model was dropped from further analysis.
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Honesty-Humility. The items for Honesty-Humility consisted of X1, X2, X26,
and X27. With only four indicators available, the model would not be identified if testing two
or more factors. Therefore, a one-factor solution was tested. That one-factor EFA solution
resulted in a good fit, χ2(2) = 1.730, p = .421, CFI = 1.000, RMSEA = .000, SRMR = .066.
However, X2 and X27 did not have significant factor loadings (.030 and .230, respectively),
and were thus removed. X1 and X26 were moderately correlated (r = .424, p < .05),
therefore, as with Agreeableness, a composite was created for these two Specific SNS
Indicators. The Spearman-Brown reliability was calculated for Honesty-Humility, and it was
.60. When rounded, the reliability would reach the cutoff for minimal acceptability (Clark &
Watson, 1995).

Impression Management. There were 23 potential Specific SNS Indicators for
Impression Management: X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7, X8, X10, X12, X15, X21, X26, X27,
X46, X56, X62, X75, X78, X79, X80, X81, and X88. The parallel analysis pointed to a
three-factor solution, and this solution had poor fit, χ2(187) = 813.889, p < .01, CFI = .726,
RMSEA = .154, SRMR = .088. The first factor was the most conceptually related (based on
indicator content) to Impression Management, and consisted of X10, X12, X27, X46, X75,
X78, X79, and X80. The Specific SNS Indicators X1, X3, X5, X6, X7, X8, X26, X15, X56,
X88, and X62 loaded on to a second factor. Much as was the case with the Conscientiousness
EFA, however, these indicators seemed to be tapping another, somewhat-related construct
(e.g., integrity) because they dealt with more criminal and inappropriate behaviours than did
the first factor. Also, the second factor was only weakly related to the first factor (r = .075, p
< .05, between these two factors in the EFA). Therefore, X1, X3, X5, X6, X7, X8, X26, X15,
X56, X88, and X62 were removed. Because X28 was a follow-up to X27, it had to be
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Table 5 (Study 1): Goodness-of-Fit Indicators for Specific SNS Indicator EFA
Measurement Models
Model
Agreeableness
Extraversion
Conscientiousness
Openness
Neuroticism
Honesty-Humility
Impression
Management
Verbal Ability
Quantitative Ability
Integrity

CFI
.840
.991
1.000
-

χ2
57.907
16.897
.000
-

df
9
9
0
-

χ2 p-value
.000
.050
.000
-

RMSEA
.196
.079
.000
-

SRMR
.088
.026
.000
-

.902

79.674

9

.000

.236

.037

1.000
.738

.000
167.699

0
9

.000
.000

.000
.354

.000
.145

Note. N = 141. CFI = comparative fit index, χ2 = chi-squared, df = degrees of freedom, χ2 pvalue = significance value of chi-squared, RMSEA = Root Mean Square Approximation,
SRMR = standardized root mean square residual. When df = 0, the fit is always perfect, so
these results cannot be interpreted. Some results are blank (represented by a hyphen) because
there were not enough Specific SNS Indicators to create adequately identified EFA
measurement models for these attributes.
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removed as well. The third factor consisted of X2 and X4, which are the follow-up indicators
for X1 and X3 (respectively), which had already been removed. Therefore, they were
removed as well. X21 and X81 were also removed: they failed to load significantly on any of
the three factors. Finally, X12 was removed because its factor loading (.273) was less than
.320. Only X10, X46, X75, X78, X79, and X80 remained, resulting in adequate fit, χ2(9) =
79.674, p = .000, CFI = .902, RMSEA = .236, SRMR = .037 (see Table 5). Geomin rotated
factor loadings can be found in Table 6. The Cronbach’s alpha reliability for the Impression
Management SNS scale was quite high at .92, supporting its unidimensionality.

Verbal Ability. The indicators for the Verbal Ability EFA were X41, X45, and
X47. However, because there were only three indicators, the model was just-identified, so fit
could not be assessed. However, the EFA parallel analysis pointed to a one-factor solution,
and all three factor loadings were significant and greater than .32. Also, the high internal
consistency reliability (α = .89) supported its unidimensionality. Therefore, all three items
were retained.

Quantitative Ability. The Taxonomy Expert Raters were not able to identify any
Specific SNS Indicators that might be linked to Quantitative Ability. Therefore, no model
could be created for Quantitative Ability.

Integrity. It was theoretically difficult to justify whether each integrity Specific SNS
Indicator would better measure Overt Integrity or Personality-Based Integrity. Therefore, I
decided to only create a single SNS Integrity scale. Later, in the Combined CFA model
section, this single SNS Integrity scale is correlated with the traditional Overt Integrity and
Personality-Based Integrity scales.
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The SNS Integrity scale consisted of X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X15, X21, X26, X27,
and X81. The EFA parallel analysis pointed to a three-factor solution. However, the only
model to converge was the one-factor solution, albeit with poor fit, χ2(55) = 789.639, p < .01,
CFI = .608, RMSEA = .216, SRMR = .153. The indicators X2, X4, X21, X27, and X81
failed to have significant factor loadings, and were removed, leaving X1, X3, X5, X6, X15,
and X26. The resulting model had poor fit and should be interpreted with caution, χ2(9) =
167.699, p = .000, CFI = .738, RMSEA = .354, SRMR = .145 (see Table 5). Geomin rotated
factor loadings can be found in Table 6. The Integrity SNS scale had an internal consistency
reliability of .81, supporting its unidimensionality.

Measurement model for Global SNS Rating. Finally, the three items that
served as the Global SNS Rating of participants’ SNSs were very strongly correlated (Ov1
and Ov2 correlated .870, p < .05; Ov2 and Ov3 correlated .897, p < .05; Ov1 and Ov3
correlated .734, p < .05). In addition, the internal consistency reliability was very high (.93)
for all three items, therefore, the three ratings were aggregated into a single item, referred to
as the Global SNS Rating.

Confirmatory factor analyses: Combined CFA Models. The first major
goal of the current study was to assess the structural validity of the Specific SNS Indicators
and the Global SNS Rating of participants’ SNS profiles. I wanted to examine whether the
Specific SNS Indicators were empirically representing the construct/attribute domains in the
way that the Taxonomy Expert Raters had predicted, how the Global SNS Rating related to
the Specific SNS Indicators, and the unidimensionality of the Specific SNS Indicators. In
order to do this, Combined Model CFAs were create to see whether the models had adequate
fit; as initial support of their empirical representation of the construct/attribute domains. The
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Combined Model CFAs consisted of: Specific SNS Indicators loading on a Specific SNS
Indicator scale latent variable, facets of traditional scales loading on a traditional scale latent
variable, and a Global SNS Rating input as a directly observed variable. The two latent
variables and one directly observed variable were all correlated with one another. The
Combined Model CFAs were conducted separately for each attribute/construct because the
sample size was not large enough to test the models for all construct domains at once. As an
example, see Figure 2 for a diagram of the Combined CFA model results for
Conscientiousness (see Appendix A for remaining diagrams).
H2 predicted that the empirical dimensionality of the Specific SNS Indicators would
reflect the theoretical dimensionality as informed by the judgment of expert raters. This was
tested through the creation of the Combined CFA Models and whether these models
demonstrated adequate fit. H2 was partially supported, as the final fit statistics for the
Combined CFA models had adequate fit or approached adequate fit, with two exceptions (see
Table 8). For the Integrity model that consisted of the single SNS Integrity scale correlated
with the traditional Overt Integrity scale and the Global SNS Rating, the model had a worse
fit than the other models (see Overt Integrity Model, Table 8), χ2(42) = 209.530, p < .01, CFI
= .773, RMSEA = .168, SRMR = .101. Also, the Integrity model with the single SNS
Integrity scale correlated with the traditional Personality-Based Integrity scale and the Global
SNS Rating had lower fit indices as well, χ2(42) = 194.969, p < .01, CFI = .762, RMSEA =
.161, SRMR = .097.

2.4.4

The Evaluation of Construct Validity
The second major goal of the current study was to examine the Specific SNS

Indicator scales’ construct validity, including both convergent and discriminant validity. To
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assess the convergent validity, the data was inserted into SPSS (Version 20.0) and the
correlations between the Specific SNS Indicator scales and the traditional scales were
investigated. In addition, the Global SNS Rating was included to examine its correlations
with traditional scales and the Specific SNS Indicators. Finally, the construct validity was
further tested in another step by examining the unique variance that the Specific SNS
Indicator scales had beyond the Global SNS Rating. The Specific SNS Indicator scales’
discriminant validity was assessed by examining whether the Specific SNS Indicator scales
appeared more related to their respective traditional scales than to measures of response
distortion.

Assessing Convergent Validity. To test H3a, the correlations between the
Specific SNS Indicator scales and the traditional selection scales were examined (see Table
9). It was predicted that Specific SNS Indicator scales rated as tapping performance-related
human attributes would have significant correlations with their respective traditional
selection scales, and these correlations would be at least weak (r > .10) in magnitude. As
partial support for H3a, three of the Specific SNS Indicator scales in Table 9 had significant,
small to moderate relations with their equivalent traditional selection scales (Extraversion, r
= .376, p < .05; Openness to Experience, r = .196, p < .05; Verbal Ability, r = .223, p < .05).
The exceptions were: Agreeableness (r = .131, n.s.), Conscientiousness, (r = .084, n.s.),
Honesty-Humility (r = .031, n.s.), and Impression Management (r = -.113, n.s.). Also, the
single SNS Integrity scale was not significantly correlated with traditional scales of Overt
Integrity (r = -.028, n.s.), and Personality-Based Integrity (r = .074, n.s.).
Zero-order correlations were also computed for the relations between the traditional
scales and the Global SNS Rating (see Table 9). Only Extraversion (r = .229, p < .05) and
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Table 6 (Study 1): Factor Loadings for SNS Indicator EFA Measurement Models
Item
Agreeableness
X13 and X57 Composite
Extraversion
X37
X67
X72
X74
Ob18
Ob27
Conscientiousness
X80
X42
X43
X44
X47
X50
Openness
X39
X73
X74
Honesty-Humility
X1 and X26 Composite

Geomin Rotated Factor Loadings
-

.96* (.03)
.79* (.04)
.68* (.05)
.40* (.08)
.32* (.08)
.44* (.08)

.49* (.07)
.97* (.01)
.97* (.01)
.86* (.02)
-.41* (.07)
.96* (.01)

.84* (.10)
.62* (.09)
.47* (.09)

-

Impression Management
X75
X79
X10
X46
X78
X80

.90* (.02)
.85* (.03)
.85* (.03)
.88* (.03)
.90* (.02)
.48* (.07)

Verbal Ability
X41

.94* (.03)
(continued)
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Table 6 (Study 1): Factor Loadings for SNS Indicator EFA Measurement Models
Item
X45
X47
Integrity
X1
X3
X5
X15
X26
X6
Note. N = 141. Standard errors are in parentheses.
*p < .05

Geomin Rotated Factor Loadings
.92* (.03)
-.71* (.05)

.96* (.01)
1.00* (.01)
.43* (.07)
.37* (.07)
.44* (.07)
.43* (.07)
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Table 7 (Study 1): Descriptives for Traditional Scales and Specific SNS Indicator Scales
Scale
Traditional Scales
Agreeableness
Extraversion
Conscientiousness
Openness
Neuroticism
Honesty-Humility
Impression
Management
Verbal Ability
Quantitative Ability
Overt Integrity
Personality-Based
Integrity

Min

Max

M

SD

α

ICC
(2,k)

2.67
2.13
2.17
2.33
1.58
1.88
1.47

4.58
4.63
4.46
4.63
4.63
4.50
3.89

3.62
3.49
3.34
3.32
2.88
3.09
2.77

.37
.48
.46
.44
.57
.48
.43

.82
.88
.87
.85
.90
.76
.76

-

0.00
2.00
2.52
2.53

.80
.86
4.10
3.80

.41
.36
3.32
3.10

.16
.14
.35
.25

.90
.77

-

97.38
75.12
76.00
73.22
100.00
75.83

43.25
50.01
54.50
50.60
92.78
52.64

10.92
12.13
7.72
9.86
12.33
10.74

.65
.73
.81
.67
.60
.92

.59
.75
.67
.71
.34
.38
.64

63.33
100.00

47.72 3.88
88.38 11.40

.89
.81

.52
.45

Specific SNS Indicator Scales
Agreeableness
18.14
Extraversion
17.54
Conscientiousness
35.83
Openness
20.00
Neuroticism
Honesty-Humility
9.33
Impression
26.39
Management
Verbal Ability
26.67
Quantitative Ability
Integrity
32.45

-

-

Note. N = 141. Min = Minimum, Max = Maximum, M = Mean, SD = Standard Deviation, α =
Cronbach’s Alpha or Spearman-Brown reliability (for Agreeableness and Honesty-Humility
Specific SNS Indicator scales), ICC(2,k) = average ICC(2,k) interrater reliability for the final
scale. Only Specific SNS Indicator scales were rated, which is why the traditional scales do not
have values for ICC(2,k). Neuroticism and Quantitative Ability Specific SNS Indicator scales
were dropped from the study, which is why their data is not represented in some cases.
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Openness (r = .187, p < .05) were significantly correlated with the Global SNS Rating.
Agreeableness (r =.048 , n.s.), Conscientiousness (r = -.024 , n.s.), Neuroticism (r = -.097 ,
n.s.), Honesty-Humility (r = -.034 , n.s.), Impression Management (r = -.122 , n.s.), Verbal
Ability (r = .019 , n.s.), Quantitative Ability (r = -.126 , n.s.), Overt Integrity (r = .029 , n.s.),
and Personality-Based Integrity (r = -.046, n.s.) were not significantly correlated with the
Global SNS Rating.
Finally, the following Specific SNS Indicator scales were all significantly correlated
with the Global SNS Rating: Agreeableness (r = .333, p < .05), Extraversion (r = .362, p <
.05), Conscientiousness (r = .746, p < .05), Openness (r = .472, p < .05), Impression
Management (r = .772, p < .05), and Verbal Ability (r = .371, p < .05; see Table 9).
For H3b, the relations between Specific SNS Indicator scales and their respective traditional
scales were further examined by investigating the unique variance that the Specific SNS
Indicator scales predicted beyond the Global SNS Rating. The results can be found in Table
10. Specific SNS Indicator scales demonstrated incremental prediction beyond the Global
SNS Rating for two traits: Extraversion (ΔR2 = .097, p < .05), and Verbal Ability (ΔR2 =
.054, p < .05).
To see whether the opposite were true, whether the Global SNS Rating accounted for
incremental prediction beyond the Specific SNS Indicator scales, a second set of hierarchical
regressions was also conducted in which the order of variables was reversed (see Table 11).
The Global SNS Rating did not account for statistically significant incremental prediction
beyond any Specific SNS Indicator scales.
It is worth pointing out that, on its own, the Global SNS Rating was not a good
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Table 8 (Study 1): Goodness-of-Fit Indicators for the Combined CFA Models
Model
Agreeableness
Extraversion
Conscientiousness
Openness
Neuroticism
Honesty-Humility
Impression Management
Verbal Ability
Quantitative Ability
Overt Integrity
Personality-Based
Integrity

χ
26.106
138.877
135.805
62.644
16.043
147.814
14.336
209.530

df
19
63
63
33
8
42
4
42

χ2 pvalue
.128
.000
.000
.001
.042
.000
.006
.000

.762 194.969

42

.000

CFI
.943
.860
.940
.884
.802
.891
.972
.773

2

RMSEA
.052
.092
.091
.080
.084
.134
.135
.168
.161

SRMR
.051
.088
.070
.063
.058
.057
.027
.101
.097

Note. N = 141. CFI = comparative fit index, χ2 = chi-squared, df = degrees of freedom, χ2 p-value
= significance value of chi-squared, RMSEA = Root Mean Square Approximation, SRMR =
standardized root mean square residual. Neuroticism and Quantitative Ability Specific SNS
Indicator scales were dropped from the study, which is why their data is not represented. The
Overt Integrity is referred to as such because it had the SNS Integrity scale correlated with the
traditional Overt Integrity scale and the Global SNS Rating. The Personality-Based Integrity is
referred to as such because it had the SNS Integrity scale correlated with the traditional
Personality-Based Integrity scale and the Global SNS Rating.
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predictor of the traditional scales. The Global SNS Rating only significantly predicted 1 out
of 9 traditional scales. It significantly predicted the Openness to Experience traditional scale
(3.5% of the variance explained; see Table 10). The Specific SNS Indicator scales, however,
significantly predicted 3 out of 9 traditional scales. The Specific SNS Indicator scales
significantly predicted the traditional scales of Extraversion (14.1% of variance explained),
Openness to Experience (3.8% of variance explained), and Verbal Ability (5.0% of variance
explained; see Table 11). Although this is an improvement over the predictions by the Global
SNS Rating, 3 out of 9 significant predictions is still fairly low.

Assessing Discriminant Validity. None of the Specific SNS Indicator scale
correlations with Impression Management were significant, which helps support the
discriminant validity of the Specific SNS Indicator scales. However, H4a is a more stringent
test of discriminant validity as it assesses whether the Specific SNS Indicator scales will be
more strongly correlated with their respective traditional scales than with the Impression
Management scale. H4a was almost fully supported because the correlations between the
Specific SNS Indicator scales and Impression Management appeared to be weaker than those
between the Specific SNS Indicator scales and their respective traditional scales, with two
exceptions (see Table 9). The correlation between the Specific SNS Indicator scale for
Integrity and its traditional Overt Integrity scale, r = -.028, appeared weaker than the
correlation between the Specific SNS Indicator scale for Integrity and Impression
Management, r = .064 (see Table 9). The same was the case for the Honesty-Humility
Specific SNS Indicator scale, whose correlation with its traditional Honesty-Humility scale
appeared weaker, r = .031, than its correlation with Impression Management, r = .075.
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Table 9 (Study 1): Zero-Order Relations Between SNS Indicator Scales, Traditional Selection Scales, and Global SNS Rating
Attribute

Correlations
SNS with
Trad. Scale

Impression Management
Trad.
SNS
Scale
Scale

Self-Deception
Trad.
SNS
Scale
Scale

Trad.
Scale

PATD
SNS Scale

Global SNS Rating
Trad.
SNS
Scale
Scale

AG

.131

.484*

.089

.099

.039

-.424*

-.175

.048

.333*

EX

.376*

.000

-.094

.357*

.043

.037

.045

.229*

.362*

CON

.084

.433*

-.070

.440*

.142

-.377*

.097

OPEN

.196*

.130

-.013

.169

.044

.108

.067

NEUR

-

-.046

-

-.706*

-

-.040

-

-.097

-

-.024
.187*

.746*
.472*

HH

.031

.627*

.075

.084

.042

-.476*

.029

-.034

.086

IM

-.113

-

-.113

.170

.115

-.377*

.073

-.122

.772*

-.015

.003

.100

.090

.184

.019

.371*

-

-.126

-

VA

.223*

.043

QA

-

.108

-

.028

-

.061

OI

-.028

.513*

.064

.140

.068

-.447*

.032

.029

.085

PBI

.074

.444*

.064

.284*

.068

-.315*

.032

.046

.085

GLB

-

-

-.122

-

.071

-

.169

-

-

Note. N = 141. SNS = Social Networking Sites, AG = Agreeableness, EX = Extraversion, CON = Conscientiousness, OPEN = Openness to Experience, NEUR =
Neuroticism, HH = Honesty-Humility, IM = Impression Management, VA = Verbal Ability, QA = Quantitative Ability, OI = Overt Integrity, PBI = Personality- Based
Integrity, GLB = Global SNS Rating, PATD = Perceived Ability to Deceive, Trad. Scale = traditional scale. For Overt Integrity and Personality-Based Integrity, these
scales were each correlated with the single SNS Integrity scale.

*p <.05
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Table 10 (Study 1): Hierarchical Regression with Traditional Scales as Dependent
Variable: Global SNS Rating Entered First and Specific SNS Indicator Scales Entered
Second
Step
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.

1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.

Variable
Global SNS Rating
Global SNS Rating
Agreeableness SNS
Global SNS Rating
Global SNS Rating
Extraversion SNS
Global SNS Rating
Global SNS Rating
Conscientiousness SNS
Global SNS Rating
Global SNS Rating
Openness SNS
Global SNS Rating
Global SNS Rating
Honesty-Humility SNS
Global SNS Rating
Global SNS Rating
Impression Management
SNS
Global SNS Rating
Global SNS Rating
Verbal Ability SNS
Global SNS Rating
Global SNS Rating
Overt Integrity
Global SNS Rating
Global SNS Rating
Personality-Based
Integrity

b
.001
.000
.004
.009
.004
.013*
-.001
-.008
.014
.007*
.004
.006
-.001
.001
.001
-.004
-.003

β
.048
.000
.131
.229
.099
.338*
-.024
-.204
.238*
.187*
.121
.139
-.034
-.037
.034
-.122
-.087

-.002
.010
-.038
.367*
.049
.052
-.054
-.052
-.056

-.044
.019
-.075
.251*
.029
.030
-.030
-.046
-.050

.091

.076

R2
.002
.017

ΔR2SNS a
.015

.052
.150*

.097*

.001
.025

.024

.035*
.050

.015

.001
.002

.001

.015
.016

.001

.000
.054*

.054*

.001
.002

.001

.002
.008

.006

Note. N = 141. b = unstandardized regression coefficient, β = standardized regression coefficient, R2 = Total
variance predicted considering all variables in the equation, ΔR2 = Change in R2 value. Overt and PersonalityBased Integrity represent the same single SNS Integrity scale, however, they have different titles to signify
their different dependent variables (Overt Integrity and Personality-Based Integrity), which is why the title
does not have SNS at the end.
a
Change in R2 caused by adding the SNS scale to the equation.
*p < .05.
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Table 11 (Study 1): Hierarchical Regression with Traditional Scales as Dependent
Variable: Specific SNS Indicator Scales Entered First and Global SNS Rating Entered
Second
Step
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.

1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
2.

Variable
Agreeableness SNS
Agreeableness SNS
Global SNS Rating
Extraversion SNS
Extraversion SNS
Global SNS Rating
Conscientiousness SNS
Conscientiousness SNS
Global SNS Rating
Openness SNS
Openness SNS
Global SNS Rating
Honesty-Humility SNS
Honesty-Humility SNS
Global SNS Rating
Impression Management
SNS
Impression Management
SNS
Global SNS Rating
Verbal Ability SNS
Verbal Ability SNS
Global SNS Rating
Overt Integrity
Overt Integrity
Global SNS Rating
Personality-Based Integrity
Personality-Based Integrity
Global SNS Rating

b
.004
.004
.000
.015*
.013*
.004
.005
.014
-.008
.009*
.006
.004
.001
.001
-.001

β
.131
.131
.000
.376*
.338*
.099
.084
.238
-.204
.196*
.139
.121
.031
.034
-.037

R2
.017
.017

-.004

-.113

.013

ΔR2Ov b
.000

.141*
.150*

.000

.007
.025

.018

.038*
.050

.011

.001
.002

.001

.003
-.002
-.003
.326*
.367
-.038
-.051
-.054
.052
.088
.091
-.056

-.044
-.087
.223*
.251
-.075
-.028
-.030
.030
.074
.076
-.050

.016
.050*
.054

.005

.001
.002

.001

.005
.008

.002

Note. N = 141. b = unstandardized regression coefficient, β = standardized regression coefficient, R2 = Total
variance predicted considering all variables in the equation, ΔR2 = Change in R2 value. Overt and PersonalityBased Integrity represent the same single SNS Integrity scale, however, they have different titles to signify
their different dependent variables (Overt Integrity and Personality-Based Integrity), which is why the title
does not have SNS at the end.
b
Change in R2 caused by adding the Global SNS Rating to the equation.
*p < .05.
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The Specific SNS Indicator scales were also not significantly correlated with the SelfDeception scale. In partial support of H4b, the Specific SNS Indicator scales appeared to be
more strongly correlated with their respective traditional scales than with a scale of SelfDeception, with four exceptions (see Table 9). The correlation between the Specific SNS
Indicator scale for Integrity and the traditional Overt Integrity scale, r = -.028, appeared
weaker than the correlation between the Specific SNS Indicator scale for Integrity and SelfDeception, r = .068. The same was the case for the Honesty-Humility Specific SNS Indicator
scale, whose correlation with its traditional Honesty-Humility scale appeared weaker, r =
.031, than its correlation with Self-Deception, r = .042. The correlation between the
Impression Management Specific SNS Indicator scale and the traditional Impression
Management scale appeared weaker, r = -.113, than the correlation between the Impression
Management Specific SNS Indicator and Self-Deception, r = .115). Finally, the correlation
between the Conscientiousness Specific SNS Indicator scale and the traditional
Conscientiousness scale appeared weaker, r = .084, than the correlation between the
Conscientiousness Specific SNS Indicator scale and Self-Deception, r = .142.
Finally, the Specific SNS Indicator scales were not significantly correlated with the
PATD scale. H4c was partially supported because the Specific SNS Indicator scales appeared
to be more strongly correlated with their respective traditional scales than with the PATD
scale, with three exceptions (see Table 9). The correlation between the Integrity Specific
SNS Indicator scale and its traditional Overt Integrity scale, r = -.028, appeared weaker than
the correlation between the Integrity Specific SNS Indicator scale and PATD, r = .032. Also,
the correlation between the Agreeableness Specific SNS Indicator scale and its traditional
Agreeableness scale appeared weaker, r = .131, than the correlation between the
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Agreeableness Specific SNS Indicator scale and PATD, r = -.175. However, the relation with
PATD is negative, which could mean that individuals scoring higher on Agreeableness are
less inclined to distort their responses: as supported by their lower scores on PATD. Finally,
the correlation between the Conscientiousness Specific SNS Indicator scale and its traditional
Conscientiousness scale, r = .084, appeared weaker than the correlation between the
Conscientiousness Specific SNS Indicator scale and PATD, r = .097.
In summary, based on the above findings, there was supporting evidence for the
discriminant validity of the Specific SNS Indicators. Nine out of 11 Specific SNS Indicator
scales appeared more highly correlated with their respective traditional scales than with
Impression Management. Seven out of 11 Specific SNS Indicator scales appeared more
highly correlated with their respective traditional scales than with Self-Deception. Eight out
of 11 Specific SNS Indicator scales appeared more highly correlated with their respective
traditional scales than with PATD.
The Global SNS Rating also demonstrated some evidence of discriminant validity, as
it was not significantly correlated with Impression Management, Self-Deception, or PATD
(see Table 9). However, the discriminant validity cannot be as fully tested as it was with the
Specific SNS Indicators because there was obviously no traditional global rating with which
to compare these results.

2.5 Discussion
There were several interesting, and in some cases unexpected, findings in the current
study, as well as some problems that were encountered. Interrater reliabilities were
substantially higher for Specific SNS Indicators using a RPM format than those using a count
format. Only two Objective Specific SNS Indicators were retained as part of the Specific
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SNS Indicator scales. The reliabilities for the Specific SNS Indicator scales were fairly low.
There was some evidence of structural validity for the scales. There was also some evidence
of convergent validity for the scales, although the magnitude of these correlations was small
to moderate. There was supporting evidence for the discriminant validity of the Specific SNS
Indicator scales. Surprisingly, they appeared to be less related to scales of response distortion
than were their respective traditional scales. There may also be legal advantages to using
Specific SNS Indicators over a Global SNS Rating, however, both had fairly minimal
reliability and validity evidence. One of the problems encountered in the study was that
Taxonomy Expert Raters could not identify enough Specific SNS Indicators in order to
create two of the Specific SNS Indicator Scales: Neuroticism and Quantitative Ability. Also,
only a small percentage of Specific SNS Indicators were retained in order to create the
Specific SNS Indicator scales. The exploration of these findings begins with the types of data
that were collected in the study.

2.5.1

Data Collection Formats
For the current study, there were three different types of data that were collected. The

RPM format asked raters to assign a percentile to a ratee’s behaviour, with 50 representing
the average for Facebook users. In addition to being used for Specific SNS Indicators, the
RPM format was also used for the Global SNS Rating indicators. The count format was also
used for the Specific SNS Indicators. It consisted of frequency information, such as how
often a candidate would refer to alcohol or drug use. Finally, a categorical format was also
used. Raters would assign a number if certain criteria were met. For example, If the ratee had
no birth date information on the “About” page, they would be given a “0”, and if they had the
date but not the year, they would be given a “1”, and if they had both the date and year, they
would be given a “2”. Each of these formats will be discussed in turn.
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Although overall the interrater reliabilities for the Specific SNS Indicators were low,
it was interesting that the interrater reliabilities were substantially higher (average = .60) for
Specific SNS Indicators that relied on the RPM format than those that relied on the count
format (average = .35). This was unexpected, as the count format relied on counting the
frequency of a given behaviour, whereas the indicators using the RPM format involved
judging a given behaviour in comparison to other individuals. It was expected that the count
indicators would be more objective in nature, relying on a more mechanical approach to data
collection (see Cascio & Aguinis, 2005). However, it appears that rating count data on a SNS
may be a more subjective task than previously thought, and may have involved a more
judgmental approach to data collection (see Cascio & Aguinis, 2005) than anticipated. For
example, one indicator asked “number of negative statements about former/current
employer(s), work colleagues, clients, supervisors, classmates, or teachers/professors”. The
mental cutoff required to decide what constitutes a negative statement could be quite
subjective. This was corroborated when speaking with the SNS Expert Raters after they had
completed their ratings. The mental cutoff may have been different for the raters, which
could have led to a lack of consistency between the raters. For the RPM format indicators,
however, a mental cutoff was not required. Rather than deciding what constitutes a negative
statement, raters just needed to rate how negative that statement was. For example, an
indicator using the RPM format could look like “how negative are the statements that s/he
makes about former/current employer(s), work colleagues, clients, supervisors, classmates, or
teachers/professors”. Presumably, rating this indicator is an easier task, which could explain
the higher consistency that was found between raters for RPM format indicators. These
findings highlighted the fact that what seems like a mechanical data collection method may
in fact not be. The data collection of count format Specific SNS Indicators may in fact be
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more judgmental in nature. The findings also illustrated the value of using a RPM format for
assessing judgmental data (Goffin et al., 1996; Goffin et al., 2009; Goffin & Olson, 2011).
The interrater reliabilities for the objective Specific SNS Indicators that made use of
the categorical format could not be calculated because these indicators were rated by a lone
rater. In addition, they did not meet the cutoff criteria for being conceptually related to the
human attributes assessed by the traditional selection scales (see Preliminary Evaluation of
the Specific SNS Indicators section). Therefore, they were not included in any of the Specific
SNS Indicator scales.
These findings point to the potential benefits of using a judgmental format for SNS
data collection, such as the one used for the RPM format Specific SNS Indicators, as opposed
to other formats (e.g., count and categorical).

2.5.2

Objective Indicators
As mentioned earlier, objective indicators were rated by a sole rater, as they were

considered less subjective than the other Specific SNS Indicators. Only two of the 27
objective indicators (only Ob18 and Ob27) had loadings that were acceptable for retention in
the CFA models. The lack of objective indicators with acceptable loadings may have been
due to criterion contamination. The term criterion contamination is borrowed from the job
performance literature. Criterion contamination occurs when aspects of the actual or
operational criterion are unrelated to the conceptual criterion (Cascio & Aguinis, 2005). The
actual or operational criterion is what is being measured. The conceptual criterion is the
construct that one wants to assess in the first place. As an example, consider the following
Specific SNS Indicator to be an actual criterion, while Extraversion is the conceptual
criterion. The Taxonomy Expert Raters predicted that the objective Specific SNS Indicator
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“number of photos or videos of the candidate participating in group activities (including team
sports) in photos albums or posts” would be related to Extraversion. However, this Specific
SNS Indicator loaded only weakly on the Extraversion SNS latent variable in the EFA
measurement model. The Specific SNS Indicator could be unrelated to the conceptual
criteria, in this case, Extraversion, which may account for the poor loading. For instance,
perhaps the participant has a number of photos at a computer gaming party because s/he is
passionate about computer gaming, and not because s/he is higher on Extraversion. The
participant could have had the same score as another participant who prefers playing
multiplayer computer games and who is higher on Extraversion.
In order to remain objective, the objective indicator was collected through mechanical
data collection methods, defined previously in the “A New Way to Assess SNS Information”
section. The objective indicator relied on frequency/count information so that it could be
easily counted. However, if the indicator were allowed to be more subjective in nature by
relying on judgment data collection methods, rather than relying purely on mechanical data
collection, this could have allowed for more discrimination between participants. For
instance, using the RPM format, an item could have been created such as “participates in
group activities (including team sports) in photo albums or posts”. RPM format Specific SNS
Indicators such as this may be less susceptible to criterion contamination because the
candidate’s photos and posts can be judged based on more conceptual criterion-related
elements. For instance, perhaps a rater considers a participant who attends a computer
gaming party to be less involved in group activities than a participant who is involved in
soccer. A rater may consider soccer, which requires players to work together, to be more of a
group activity. Whereas a computer gaming party may be considered to be less of a group
activity if the individual is simply there because s/he is an enthusiast of single-player
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computer games. Assuming they both had the same number of photos or posts relating to
their respective group activities, if using the count format to rate these two individuals, they
would both have the same score. However, if using the RPM format, their scores could be
different. In this example, the individual playing soccer would likely be higher on
Extraversion than the individual playing the single-player computer games, because soccer
can be considered more of a group activity than playing single-player computer games with
others. Therefore, both of these individuals would be judged based on more conceptual
criterion-related elements, namely Extraversion. Perhaps objective Specific SNS indicators
are, in general, less related to their conceptual criterion than are Specific SNS Indicators that
use a RPM format.

2.5.3

Evidence of Reliability and Validity
Interrater Reliability. The interrater reliabilities met the bare minimum

requirements of being significantly different from zero. The initial average ICC(2,k) of .53
across all indicators appears low (see Table 1 for all interrater reliabilities). The indicators
were, however, used as part of Specific SNS Indicator scales consisting of multiple
indicators, which resulted in slightly higher reliability. Also, the interrater reliability would
be higher if only Specific SNS Indicators that relied on the RPM format were used (average
for RPM format = .60, average for count format = .35). However, it is worth pointing out that
these reliabilities are still fairly low. As for the Global SNS Rating indicators, they had the
best interrater reliabilities (average = .66), although these were also still fairly low. Their
slightly higher reliabilities may be because global ratings elicit higher interrater reliabilities
in general: a number of studies in clinical settings have demonstrated higher interrater
reliabilities for global ratings than checklists or other forms of ratings (Hodge, Regehr,
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Hanson, & McNaughton, 1997; Malau-Aduli et al., 2012; Martin et al., 1997; Regehr,
MacRae, Reznick, & Szalay, 1998).
It is important to remind the reader, however, that the current study used three SNS
Expert Raters. ICC(2,k) reflects the interrater reliabilities if the ratings given by the three
SNS Expert Raters were averaged together. ICC(2,1) reflects the interrater reliability if the
ratings were based on a single rater. Moving from the ICC(2,k) column to the ICC(2,1)
column in Table 1, one can see how much lower the predicted interrater reliability would be
if a single rater were rating an individual’s SNS account. The average for the ICC(2,k)
reliabilities was .53 and the average for the ICC(2,1) reliabilities was .32. The average
ICC(2,1) reliability appears to be quite low. If there were only one HR staff member
conducting the ratings, this could be a concern. Ratings would be likely to vary depending on
who is conducting the ratings. This would not be ideal in a selection setting.

Internal Consistency Reliability. The internal consistency reliabilities for the
Specific SNS Indicator scales1 were acceptable, and ranged from .67 to .92 (see Table 7).
This range was fairly similar to that of the more established, traditional scales, which ranged
from .76 to .90 (see Table 7). The Spearman-Brown formula was used for Agreeableness
(reliability = .65) and Honesty-Humility (reliability = .60), because they only had two
Specific SNS Indicators per scale. These scales had minimally acceptable reliability (see
Clark & Wilson, 1995).

1

These were based on ratings of all three SNS Expert Raters at the indicator level. If just one rater were used,
the reliabilities are generally lower. This applies to the internal consistency reliabilities as well as the SpearmanBrown reliabilities.
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Structural Validity. There was some supporting evidence of the structural validity
of the Specific SNS Indicator scales. The Combined CFA models had adequate fit or
approached adequate fit for all but the two models using the SNS Integrity scale (see Table
8). For the model with the Specific SNS Integrity scale correlating with the traditional Overt
Integrity scale and the Global SNS Rating, the fit was poor, χ2(42) = 209.530, p < .01, CFI =
.773, RMSEA = .168, SRMR = .101. Also, the fit was poor for the model with the Specific
SNS Integrity scale correlating with the traditional Personality-Based Integrity scale and the
Global SNS Rating, χ2(42) = 194.969, p < .01, CFI = .762, RMSEA = .161, SRMR = .097.
The lack of model fit for both models could be due to using a general SNS Integrity
construct in both models as opposed to more specific SNS subdimensions such as a Specific
SNS Personality-Based Integrity scale and a Specific SNS Overt Integrity scale. As
mentioned earlier, unfortunately, these more specific Integrity scales could not be created,
because it was theoretically difficult to justify which Specific SNS Indicators belonged to
each. Using a more general SNS Integrity construct in both of these models could have
resulted in a lack of content overlap (Christiansen & Tett, 2013). Content overlap relies on
matching constructs based on thematic linkages (Christiansen & Tett, 2013). In the current
example, the content of the general SNS Integrity scale may not be matched adequately with
the content of each Integrity subdimension on its own. The thematic content for Integrity
would be more encompassing than the thematic content would be for Overt Integrity. The
same would apply to Personality-Based Integrity. With more research, perhaps Specific SNS
Indicators could be created specifically to generate both an Overt Integrity Specific SNS
scale and a Personality-Based Integrity Specific SNS scale. If these two Specific SNS
Integrity scales could be created, the resulting content overlap with the respective traditional
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Overt and Personality-Based Integrity scales could lead to better model fit and the potential
for better structural validity.

Convergent Validity. To test convergent validity, the correlation between the
Specific SNS Indicator scales and the traditional scales were examined. The current study
found partial support for the convergent validity of the Specific SNS Indicator scales.
Support was found for Extraversion, Openness to Experience, and Verbal Ability. Back et al.
(2010) found similar convergent validity findings when they studied the accuracy of FFM
SNS ratings. They found a moderate, significant correlation between observer SNS ratings of
Extraversion and self-rated Extraversion from the NEO Five-Factor Inventory (r = .39, p <
.05; Costa & McCrae, 1992). In the current study, the correlation between the Extraversion
Specific SNS scale and the traditional Extraversion scale was also significant, and of a very
similar magnitude (r = .38, p < .05). Back et al. found a moderate, significant correlation
between observer SNS ratings of Openness to Experience and self-rated Openness to
Experience (r = .41, p < .05). In the current study, the correlation between the Specific SNS
Indicator scale for Openness to Experience and the traditional Openness to Experience scale
was also significant (r = .20, p < .05), but smaller than the correlation found in Back et al.
Back et al. found a small, significant correlation between observer SNS ratings of
Agreeableness and self-rated Agreeableness (r = .22, p < .05). In the current study, there was
no significant correlation between the Agreeableness Specific SNS Indicator scale and the
traditional Agreeableness scale. Also, Back et al. found a small, significant correlation
between observer SNS ratings of Conscientiousness and self-rated Conscientiousness (r =
.27, p < .05). However, there was no significant correlation between the Conscientiousness
Specific SNS Indicator scale and the traditional Conscientiousness scale in the current study.
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No significant correlations were found for observer ratings of Neuroticism in either the
current study nor in Back et al. Finally, the other attributes assessed in the current study
could not be compared because they were not assessed in Back et al. These attributes were:
general mental ability (Verbal and Quantitative Ability), Impression Management, HonestyHumility, and Integrity. The Verbal Ability Specific SNS Indicator scale was significantly
related to the traditional Verbal Ability scale (r = .223, p < .05). However, the other Specific
SNS Indicator scales were not significantly related to their respective traditional scales.
It was not surprising that there was no supporting evidence for Neuroticism, as
researchers have suggested that it is difficult to assess the less the rater knows the ratee (Back
et al, 2010; Funder, 1999; Kenny, 1994). In the current study, the raters had no previous
experience with the ratees. It was, however, surprising that there was no supporting evidence
for the convergent validity of Agreeableness and Conscientiousness in the current study.
Perhaps the observation of Agreeableness and Conscientiousness traits on one’s SNS profile
is more difficult than it is for the other FFM traits, such as Extraversion and Openness to
Experience. Maybe Extraversion and Openness to Experience are easier to rate because there
is simply more Extraversion and Openness to Experience behavioural information available
on one’s SNS profile.
Gosling, Augustine, Vazire, Holtzman, and Gaddis (2011) offers supporting evidence
for this claim. Using a sample of 159 undergraduate studies in one study and 133 in the next,
they investigated how frequently participants used Facebook and what user features they
used. This information was then correlated with participants’ self-rated personality. They
reported that those who scored high on Extraversion self-reported a higher frequency of
Facebook usage (r = .18, p < .05) and they engaged more on the site (number of photos, r =
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.28, p < .05; number of photo albums, r = .20, p < .05; number of wall posts, r = .26, p < .05;
number of groups, r = .28, p < .05; number of friends in local network, r = .48, p < .05; total
number of friends, r = .49, p < .05; number of associated networks, r = .38, p < .05). Also,
those who scored high on Openness to Experience were more likely to experience new
people and explore new activities (adding photos of other people without yourself, r = .16, p
< .05; number of friends in local network, r = .24, p < .05; total number of friends, r = .27, p
< .05; number of associated networks, r = .22, p < .05). Those who scored high on
Agreeableness, however, were less likely to connect with others based on a common region
or organization (number of associated networks, r = -.18, p < .05). Also, those who scored
high on Conscientiousness were less likely to have spent time on Facebook (r = -.17, p <
.05). Neuroticism was not related to how frequently participants used Facebook nor what
user features they used.
It stands to reason that if individuals with high Conscientiousness scores are posting
less SNS information, that there are less Conscientiousness behavioural cues available on
SNSs than there are for other FFM traits. The higher usage of Facebook and its features by
those who scored high on Extraversion and Openness to Experience may explain why they
were the only two FFM constructs that evidenced convergent validity in the current study.
The more a SNS is used and engaged in by those who scored high on a particular trait (e.g.,
Extraversion, Openness to Experience), the higher the likelihood that there is behavioural
information that can be assessed for that given trait. The reverse applies as well: the less a
SNS is used and engaged in by those who score high on a particular trait (e.g.,
Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism), the lower the likelihood that there is valid
behavioural information that can be assessed for that given trait.
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There was additional support found for the construct validity of Extraversion and
Verbal Ability Specific SNS Indicator scales. These Specific SNS Indicators added unique
incremental prediction beyond the Global SNS Rating, as indicated by the results of the
hierarchical regressions (see Table 10). The Specific SNS Indicator scale for Extraversion
accounted for 9.7% of the variance in its traditional scale beyond the Global SNS Rating, and
the specific indicator scale for Verbal Ability accounted for 5.4% of the variance in its
traditional scale beyond the Global SNS Rating. However, the opposite was not true, as the
Global SNS Rating did not add unique incremental prediction beyond the Specific SNS
Indicators (see Table 11). These findings speak to the advantages of using Specific SNS
Indicators over a Global SNS Rating, at least for constructs such as Extraversion and Verbal
Ability.
On its own, the Global SNS Rating did not do well at predicting the traditional
selection scales, only significantly predicting the Openness to Experience traditional scale
(accounted for 3.5% of the variance). Specific SNS Indicator scales on their own, however,
did do slightly better by significantly predicting the respective traditional scales of
Extraversion (accounted for 14.1% of the variance), Openness to Experience (accounted for
3.8% of the variance), and Verbal Ability (accounted for 5.0% of the variance).
Despite the overall weaker-than-expected validity findings for the Specific SNS
Indicators, these findings lend some preliminary support to previous theory from the
performance appraisal literature. This literature suggests that making the informationprocessing easier for raters should lead to better validity (Heneman, 1986). The raters relied
on mechanical data collection methods for the Specific SNS Indicators that used the count
format and judgmental data collection methods for the indicators that used the RPM format.
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The data were then combined statistically by assigning and combining scores in order to form
the Specific SNS Indicator scales. This is the mechanical composite strategy that was
discussed in the introduction (Cascio & Aguinis, 2005). The Global SNS Rating, however,
relied purely on judgmental data collection methods (the RPM format) and judgmental data
combination methods, referred to as the pure clinical strategy (Cascio & Aguinis, 2005). In
their head, the raters had to organize all of the data that they had observed in order to come
up with their ratings and then create their global expert judgments. Plausibly, this task would
be more taxing on the rater, because the incorporation of all the necessary evidence is limited
by his/her cognitive capacity (Cascio & Aguinis, 2005). The benefits of using the mechanical
composite strategy over the pure clinical strategy was evidenced by the slightly better
incremental prediction of the Specific SNS Indicator scales over the Global SNS Rating.
These findings support previous research that points to the benefits of the mechanical
composite strategy over the pure clinical strategy (Einhorn, 1972; Ganzach, Kluger, &
Klayman, 2000; Sawyer, 1966).

Discriminant Validity. In addition to the evidence of convergent validity, there
was also support for the discriminant validity of the Specific SNS Indicator scales. The
specific SNS scales were not significantly related to the response distortion scales:
Impression Management, Self-Deception, and PATD (see Table 9). In addition, other than
for a relatively small number of exceptions, those correlations were weaker than the
correlations between the Specific SNS Indicator scales and their respective traditional scales
(see Table 9). Focusing specifically on the Specific SNS Indicators that had evidence of
convergent validity (Extraversion, Openness to Experience, and Verbal Ability), all of their
correlations with the response distortion scales were non-significant, and were weaker than
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the correlations between the Specific SNS Indicator scales and their respective traditional
scales (see Table 9).
The Specific SNS Indicator scales’ discriminant validity results are particularly
interesting in light of the fact that 15 of the 33 correlations between traditional scales and the
scales of response distortion were significant (see Table 9). Of particular note, the correlation
between the traditional Honesty-Humility scale and the traditional Impression Management
scale was significant and strong (r = .627, p < .05). The correlation between the traditional
Overt Integrity scale and the traditional Impression Management scale was also significant
and strong (r = .513, p < .05). As mentioned previously, the exact meaning of Impression
Management scores has recently become controversial (Zettler et al., 2015), however these
results are interesting nonetheless.
The use of the Specific SNS Indicators may be advantageous because they appear,
according to the current findings, to be less related to scales of response distortion than are
the traditional scales. The traditional scales were measured using self-report, which could be
influenced by an “ego protection motive”, whereby individuals deliberately or unconsciously
distort their responses to protect their ego (Paunonen & O’Neill, 2010). The Specific SNS
Indicators, however, are rated by others, and are less influenced by such a motive. Although
the validity evidence for the Specific SNS Indicator scales may be too weak to warrant their
use as a stand-alone selection assessment, there may be a benefit to using them to serve as a
supplement or benchmark (although not necessarily a substitute) to help verify the accuracy
of traditional selection scale self-ratings. For instance, by using Specific SNS Indicators as a
criterion measure, a researcher or practitioner could help verify that Extraversion scores on a
self-reported personality assessment are indeed more reflective of the true level of
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Extraversion for the individual taking the assessment. An additional benefit is that SNS
ratings do not require the administration of additional scales, because the SNS information is
already there, thus reducing administration time for applicants. However, there may be some
additional administration time required on behalf of hiring managers who would have to rate
the Specific SNS Indicators.

Additional Validity Considerations. There may be some advantages of
Specific SNS Indicator scales over a Global SNS Rating. First, it is unclear exactly what the
Global SNS Rating measures. It does appear that the Global SNS Rating could tap aspects of
Extraversion (r = .229, p < .05) and Openness to Experience (r = .187, p < .05), as it did have
significant correlations with the traditional scales for both of these attributes (see Table 9).
Additionally, the Global SNS Rating was significantly correlated with the majority of the
Specific SNS Indicator scales (Agreeableness, r = .333, p < .05; Extraversion, r = .362, p <
.05; Conscientiousness, r = .746, p < .05; Openness to Experience, r = .472, p < .05;
Impression Management, r = .772, p < .05; and Verbal Ability, r = .371, p < .05; see Table
9). Therefore, the Global SNS Rating seems to have some overlap with the construct domains
of the Specific SNS Indicators. This casts some doubt on the value of using the Global SNS
Rating, as its convergent validity evidence is weak: it correlated with a large number of
constructs.
Second, the discriminant validity of the Global SNS Rating could not be fully tested
with the same level of scrutiny as the Specific SNS Indicators were. There was no traditional
global rating with which to compare the results. However, the discriminant validity could be
partially tested by examining the relations between the Global SNS Rating and the response
distortion scales. The Global SNS Rating was not significantly correlated with the response
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distortion scales (see Table 9). However, it was strongly correlated with the Specific SNS
Indicator scale for Impression Management (r = .772, p < .05). This high correlation could
mean that the Global SNS Rating may be influenced by the degree to which the rater believes
the ratee is managing his/her impressions. These findings do little to alleviate researcher and
hiring managers’ concerns that non-job-related SNS information may be used for selection
(Brown & Vaughn, 2011; Grasz, 2009; SHRM, 2011).

2.5.4

Legal Defensibility of Specific SNS Indicators
Despite the fairly minimal validity evidence for Specific SNS Indicators found in the

current study, their use may offer some additional advantages for future researchers over a
Global SNS Rating. The Specific SNS Indicators are tied to specific behaviours that can be
evaluated by raters and documented, which could be of benefit for legal proceedings (Brown
& Vaughn, 2011). For instance, imagine a situation where an applicant was suing an
organization on the grounds of discrimination for discovering protected class information on
the applicant’s SNS account. An organization using Specific SNS Indicators could show the
court exactly what was being assessed by the raters, and how those indicators are workrelated by tying them to the specific attributes required for the job. With a Global SNS
Rating, it would be more difficult to document what influenced the rating, and to which
work-related attributes that rating is linked. These ratings rely on general observations and
not specific behaviours, which could be more difficult to support in court, much as it has
been the case for unstructured interviews (Williamson, Campion, Malos, Roehling, &
Campion, 1997). As mentioned previously, a Global SNS Rating involves judgment at both
the data collection and data combination stages, which is referred to as the pure clinical
strategy (Cascio & Aguinis, 2005). A recent meta-analysis of mental health practitioners
(Ægisdóttir et al., 2006) supported that the pure clinical strategy was less accurate than
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strategies that relied on statistical methods (e.g., the mechanical composite strategy). In the
personnel selection literature, the pure clinical strategy has also been found to be a less
accurate method of prediction than other methods such as the mechanical composite strategy
(Sawyer, 1966), which was the strategy used for the Specific SNS Indicator scales. The pure
clinical strategy may be less accurate because raters’ needs, response set, and wishes could
be influencing how accurately their subjective information is combined (Cascio & Aguinis,
2005). It stands to reason that other elements, such as protected group characteristics, could
also influence the combination of the subjective information.

2.5.5

Dropping Neuroticism and Quantitative Ability
One of the problems that was encountered in the current study was that a Neuroticism

Specific SNS Indicator scale could not be created. The Taxonomy Expert Raters only
identified two Specific SNS Indicators that they believed would tap Neuroticism, and those
two indicators were too weakly correlated (r = .017, n.s.) and the reliability was too low
(Spearman-Brown reliability = .03) to justify the creation of a composite scale.
Also, a Quantitative Ability Specific SNS Indicator scale could not be created for the
current study. The Taxonomy Expert Raters could not identify any Specific SNS Indicators
that would tap Quantitative Ability. Quantitative Ability has not been assessed in other SNS
studies. In the current study, the Taxonomy Expert Raters suggested that SNSs seem to be
largely void of content dealing with or related to math or numerical reasoning. Perhaps this is
due to the focus on communication within SNSs. Most SNSs were created to promote
conversations for individuals and groups (Kietzmann, Hermkens, McCarthy, & Silvestre,
2011). As a result, posts on SNSs are focused on conversations. Assuming that math or
numerical reasoning is infrequently used in typical everyday conversations, it seems likely
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that it is generally infrequently used on SNSs as well. However, there may be specific
samples in which math or numerical reasoning is more frequently used, such as with
mathematicians or astrophysicists. Perhaps Specific SNS Indicators could be created for use
in such samples in the future. There were also some additional problems that were
encountered in the study, such as the large number of Specific SNS Indicators removed
during the item refinement stage.

2.5.6

Removal of Specific SNS Indicators
Of the 162 Specific SNS Indicators that were used at the start of the scale validation

process, 47 indicators were removed. After the Taxonomy Expert Raters completed their
ratings, these Specific SNS Indicators did not meet the cutoff criteria for wording quality, or
they did not meet the cutoff criteria for being conceptually related to the human attributes
commonly assessed by traditional selection scales (see Preliminary Evaluation of the Specific
SNS Indicators section). Of the 115 Specific SNS that remained, 88 were rated by more than
one rater. For the Specific SNS Indicators with multiple raters, only those with significant
interrater reliabilities were retained. Sixteen Specific SNS Indicators were removed because
they had non-significant interrater reliabilities. Also, two follow-up indicators were removed
because the indicators that preceded them had been removed. The content of the follow-up
indicators relied on the information from their previous indicators, so it did not make sense to
retain these follow-up indicators. When the Specific SNS Indicator EFAs were tested,
indicators were retained if they had significant factor loadings, and if these factor loadings
were greater than .320 (as recommended by Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007). As a result, 21
Specific SNS Indicators were removed from the Specific SNS scales. Also, if an indicator
were removed because its factor loading was not significant, its follow-up indicator was
removed as well. In total, including the two follow-up indicators previously mentioned, six
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follow-up indicators were removed. After these refinements had been conducted, only 29
Specific SNS Indicators remained to create the final Specific SNS Indicator scales. However,
as mentioned previously, some of these Specific SNS Indicators were multidimensional in
nature, and were used in the creation of more than one Specific SNS Indicator scale. For
instance, X1, X26, X47, and X80 each loaded on two Specific SNS Indicator scales (see
Table 1).
The percentage of Specific SNS Indicators that were retained (17.90%; 29/162)
throughout the scale validation process was well below the 50% that Hinkin (1998)
suggested that one can expect as part of any psychometric scale construction. The goal of the
current study was to have refined scales with approximately 8 indicators per Specific SNS
Indicator scale. Using the Hinkin estimate that 50% of items are typically retained as part of
psychometric scale construction, I calculated that approximately 160 Specific SNS Indicators
would be required at the beginning of the study. Because there was very little existing peerreviewed literature to draw on to help with the creation of Specific SNS Indicators, I
expected that it would be difficult to find reliable and valid indicators, and thus a large
number of indicators would have to be removed. However, I did not expect to retain fewer
indicators than the 50% that Hinkin had discussed. When possible, I took a more
conservative approach when removing indicators in case future modifications could further
improve the indicators. Additionally, a more conservative approach allowed adequate content
validity coverage with respect to the major attributes that were assessed. See the right-hand
column of Table 1 to see the attribute coverage for the indicators that were retained for the
Specific SNS Indicator scales. The large number of indicators that had to be removed should
serve as a reminder of the importance of starting with a large number of items before
beginning any psychometric scale construction.
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2.5.7

Limitations and Future Research Directions
There were several limitations in the current study that I recommend should be

addressed as part of future research. As mentioned previously, I did not want to reject
Specific SNS Indicators with low interrater reliability because further modifications could
allow them to be more reliable indicators in the future. We encourage other researchers to
expand on this list and see if additional Specific SNS Indicators with adequate interrater
reliability can be created.
When examining the Specific SNS Indicators’ factor loadings, I also took a more
conservative approach for retaining indicators. Specific SNS Indicators were retained based
on the recommended cut off of .320 in Tabachnick and Fidell (2007), rather than the higher
cut offs other researchers have recommended (e.g., Hair et al., 2006). The higher cut offs
could have led to the rejection of even more Specific SNS Indicators. Regardless of which
cut offs are chosen as part of a CFA, it is important to remember that any model modification
can capitalize on sample-specific fluctuations in the data, potentially overestimating how
well a model would fit in the population (Goffin, 2007). Therefore, as with any validity
study, I strongly recommend that these models be cross-validated in an independent sample
to get a better sense of how well they really fit in the population.
In addition, there are some other topics worthy of further study. The current study
was a preliminary investigation into the construct validity of SNS scales and their potential
for use in selection. As a result, I strongly recommend that additional studies be conducted
before any definitive conclusions are made on the topic. First, future researchers should
collect criterion-related validity information such as correlations with performance data.
Criterion-related validity would be valuable for those who aim to use Facebook profiles for
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selection, as it is recommended under the Society for Industrial Organizational Psychology’s
Principles for the Validation and Use of Personnel Selection Procedures (2003). I sought to
collect criterion-related validity information in the current study by contacting participants’
previous supervisors. Unfortunately, only six participants gave the name of their supervisor,
and none of them gave any contact information for their supervisors. This was likely due to a
large number of participants not being currently employed. Only 6 out of 48 participants with
employment data were currently employed. Therefore, I recommend future researchers use a
concurrent sample of existing job incumbents or find a sample with more job experience in
order to investigate criterion-related validity.
Although the Specific SNS Indicators had better incremental prediction in the
prediction of their equivalent traditional measures than did the Global SNS Rating, a better
test would be to focus on job performance as the dependent variable. Given that the items
used to create the Global SNS Rating were not focused on personality, but rather an
individual’s potential suitability for a job, using job performance would serve as a more fair
comparison.
The issue of discrimination has been mentioned at several points, and is often
discussed in other articles within the social networking literature (e.g., Brown & Vaughn,
2011; Ruggs, Speights, & Walker, 2013; Willey, White, Domagalski, & Ford, 2012). Brown
and Vaughn (2011) called for an investigation into discrimination associated with individual
bias. In light of the results of the current study, I also recommend that both experimental and
applied studies should investigate under which rating conditions discrimination or biases are
most likely to occur when rating SNS accounts, and to what extent they do occur. For
instance, does relying on Specific SNS Indicators rather than a Global SNS Rating actually
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lead to less discrimination, and if so, is it limited to certain situations? Answers to these
issues will help guide researchers and practitioners as they look to SNSs as a potential source
for selection information. Future research may also help discover a more valid way of
assessing SNS information for selection purposes. In the meantime, based on the results of
the current study, it is recommended that practitioners avoid using SNS information for job
selection.

2.6 Summary


The initial average interrater reliability across all Specific SNS Indicators was .53,
which is fairly low



RPM format Specific SNS Indicators benefited from higher interrater reliabilities
(average = .60) than did count format items (average = .35), but Global SNS Ratings
were highest (average = .66)



Interrater reliabilities were based on three Expert SNS Raters; however, interrater
reliabilities would be lower if only one HR staff were conducting the ratings



The structural validity of the Specific SNS Indicators was partially supported with
two major exceptions: the two models using the Integrity SNS scale



Convergent validity support was only found for Extraversion, Openness to
Experience, and Verbal Ability SNS scales, and the effect sizes were only small to
moderate



The Extraversion and Verbal Ability Specific SNS Indicator scales led to better
incremental prediction over the Global SNS Rating in the prediction of their
respective traditional scales



The Specific SNS Indicator scales may be less subject to response distortion than
traditional scales
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The Global SNS Rating was not significantly correlated with the self-reported
measures of response distortion, however, it was strongly correlated with the Specific
SNS Indicator scale for Impression Management



It is recommended that hiring managers avoid using SNS information as part of their
selection systems until more research can be conducted on the validity of using this
information
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Chapter 3

3

“Give Us Your Social Networking Site Passwords”:
Implications for Personnel Selection and Personality
In this chapter, I will investigate the practical realities surrounding the use of SNS

information for personnel selection decisions, and what effects SNS selection might have on
the workforce. The goal is to determine what the positive or negative effects could be if
employers were to ask applicants for their SNS password as part of the selection process.
This article was published in Personality and Individual Differences in 2015: Schneider, T.
J., Goffin, R. D., & Daljeet, K. N. (2015). “Give us your social networking site passwords”:
Implications for personnel selection and personality. Personality and Individual
Differences, 73, 78-83.

3.1 Abstract
Recently, employers have begun asking applicants for their social networking site (SNS)
password to access private information that could be job-relevant. However, the effect that
this request can have on an organization’s selection process and its selection of individual
applicant traits has not been previously examined. Findings from the current study of 892
employed or previously-employed participants suggested that 57.87% of the sample would
refuse the password request, thereby removing themselves from the applicant pool. Such a
large reduction in the applicant pool could necessitate a drastic decrease in cutoff scores on
subsequent pre-employment tests, which would lower workforce productivity and personnel
selection utility. In addition, the SNS password request caused adverse impact for several
minority groups, and affected the personality scores of the remaining applicant pool.
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3.2 Introduction
It is becoming increasingly common among employers to look beyond traditional preemployment evaluations to the internet as a source for collecting relevant pre-hiring
information (Karl, Peluchette & Schlaegel, 2010; Stoughton, Thompson, & Meade, 2013;
Taylor, 2006). This trend has been increasing (CareerBuilder.com, 2009), to the extent that,
as of 2011, up to 65% of organizations are estimated to use SNSs to screen job applicants
(Levinson, 2011). In fact, according to the popular press, some employers have begun asking
applicants for their personal social networking site (SNS) password in order to access private
information that could be job-relevant (McFarland, 2012). Predictably, this practice has
raised numerous legal, privacy, and ethical concerns (Levinson, 2011). Although legislation
has been created in several U.S. states to ban this practice of requiring a SNS password in
order to be considered for a job (Noble & Davis, 2014), it is still legal in many countries
(Determann, 2012). In addition, even if only a few employers are engaging in or are
considering using this practice, this is an important issue worthy of further study.
I investigated the implications that the SNS password request has regarding the
individual differences of the applicants, and I investigated questions relevant to the use of the
SNS password request in employee selection. In particular, could asking applicants for their
SNS password, and eliminating those who refuse the password request (see Noble & Davis,
2014), substantially reduce the applicant pool? Moreover, could this practice lead to
discrimination associated with applicant characteristics (e.g., gender, ethnicity, etc.)? Finally,
a number of employers have adopted the practice of removing applicants from the applicant
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pool if they refuse the SNS password (Noble & Davis, 2014). Employers may presume that a
refusal of the password request is indicative of personalities who would tend to have an
abundance of undesirable material displayed in their SNS, and that this does not bode well
for their future job performance. Accordingly, they might expect that those who remain in the
applicant pool by complying with the password request will generally have personalities that
will lead to higher job performance. Thus the question of whether the SNS password request
will tend to improve the applicant pool by enhancing, in work-relevant ways, the personality
scores of the remaining applicant pool, was of great interest. In particular, I looked at traits of
the Five-Factor Model (FFM; McCrae & Costa, 2010), the Dark Triad (Paulhus & Williams,
2002), and Impression Management (IM; Paulhus, 1991). The hypotheses and research
questions that were formulated in order to address the above issues are developed below.
If a large number of applicants were removed from the applicant pool because they
refused the password request, there would ultimately be fewer candidates to choose from. As
a result, a less stringent cutoff score would have to be set on the subsequent selection tests,
which would reduce the bottom-line value of testing (Cascio & Aguinis, 2011). In a typical
selection setting, such as the one reported by Ryan, Sacco, McFarland, and Kriska (2000),
approximately 35% of applicants withdrew from the early stages of selection for a variety of
reasons (e.g., negative perceptions of the organization, low commitment to obtain the job,
need to relocate, less social support). Using Ryan et al.’s statistic as a baseline, if the
proportion of applicants who refuse the SNS password request is significantly greater than
.35, there may be grounds for inferring that the password request has caused an inordinate
loss of individuals from the applicant pool. I predict that a sizable proportion of the sample
will refuse the SNS password request because most individuals are concerned about the
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privacy of their personal information on the internet (see Joinson, Reips, Buchanan, &
Schofield, 2010). Therefore, I predict:
H1: The proportion of participants who would refuse the SNS password request will
be significantly greater than .35.
Of course, if personality traits are associated with password-request compliance such
that those who comply with the request tend to have noticeably superior scores on jobrelevant traits, then a reduction in pool size could be beneficial. I explore this, and related
implications, in a later section.

3.2.1

Discrimination and SNS Password Requests
In addition to reducing the number of available applicants, the request for a SNS

password may also be problematic as a screening device if it results in discrimination. The
doctrine of disparate impact holds that if a selection test disproportionately and adversely
affects a protected group (e.g., based on age, race, sex, marital status, or religious affiliation),
its use must be discontinued unless it can be adequately demonstrated that it is necessary to
ensure the success of a business (Catano, Wiesner, Hackett, & Methot, 2012). I speculate that
those who are not members of the majority group may be less likely to divulge their SNS
password because their SNS information could confirm and even exacerbate their outsider
status or certain biases against them. For instance, women might not release their SNS
password for fear of not being hired if their SNS information reveals that they are, or wish to
be, pregnant.
If requiring job applicants to provide their SNS password leads to a disproportionate
number of protected group members being removed from the selection process, adverse
impact could result, which could have serious legal implications. Adverse impact occurs
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when a protected group is hired at less than 80% of the rate of another group (see the fourfifths rule in Cascio & Aguinis, 2011). Therefore:
RQ1: Will the SNS password request result in evidence of adverse impact for gender,
age, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and/or religious affiliation?

3.2.2

Personality Differences and Complying with or Refusing the
Password Request
The Five-Factor Model of Personality. FFM traits are important and useful

predictors of job performance (Ones, Dilchert, Viswesvaran, & Judge, 2007) and personality
could play a role in complying with or refusing a SNS password request. Thus, it is important
to examine whether employers who limit their choice of applicants to those who comply with
the password request may be systematically affecting the FFM scores of the remaining
applicant pool. Because compliance with the SNS password request could be associated with
personality, and because personality scores are related to job performance, organizations
could be improving or worsening the personality scores of the subsequent applicant pool
when they require one’s SNS password as a precondition for hiring.
Junglas, Johnson, and Spitzmüller (2008) found a significant, weak, but positive
(standardized path coefficient of .11) relation between Openness to Experience and concern
for privacy. Junglas et al. described open individuals as being more aware, and therefore,
more sensitive to threatening situations. However, other characteristics of Openness, such as
the Actions facet (see McCrae & Costa, 2010), might make high scorers more willing to
release their information because they are more open to trying and experiencing new things.
Thus, I propose this non-directional hypothesis:
H2: Individuals who would agree to divulge their SNS password will have a
significantly different mean level of Openness to Experience than those who would refuse.
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Individuals high in Agreeableness are more likely to trust and less likely to appraise
others’ actions as harmful (Junglas et al., 2008). Also, agreeable individuals may reveal their
SNS password as a way of avoiding conflict and maintaining harmony (see McCrae & Costa,
2010). Moreover, Agreeableness had a weak but significant negative standardized path
coefficient (-.22) with concern for privacy in Junglas et al. (2008). Therefore:
H3: Individuals who would agree to divulge their SNS password will have a
significantly higher mean level of Agreeableness than those who would refuse.
On the one hand, Junglas et al. (2008) reported that Conscientiousness had a
significant, positive, albeit weak (.12), standardized path coefficient with one’s concern for
privacy. On the other hand, conscientious individuals are likely to be more careful about the
content they allow on their SNS accounts in the first place, meaning that they have less to
fear by allowing access to their SNSs. Thus, as with Openness, I propose a non-directional
hypothesis:
H4: Individuals who would agree to divulge their SNS password will have a
significantly different mean level of Conscientiousness than those who would refuse.
Based on the definition of Extraversion (McCrae & Costa, 2010), and the fact that
Exhibition can be an important component of Extraversion (Jackson, Paunonen, Fraboni, &
Goffin, 1996), extraverted individuals should tend to display their social, outgoing nature via
their SNS content. Therefore:
H5: Individuals who would agree to divulge their SNS password will have a
significantly higher mean level of Extraversion than those who would refuse.
Neurotic individuals tend to experience more negative affect, including fear and
anxiety (McCrae & Costa, 2010). Therefore, they may have heightened concerns about
employers accessing their SNS content. Accordingly:
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H6: Individuals who would agree to divulge their SNS password will have a
significantly lower mean level of Neuroticism than those who would refuse.

The Dark Triad. The Dark Triad is a commonly-studied set of personality traits
that falls outside the FFM, but is linked to job performance and counterproductive work
behaviors (O’Boyle, Forsyth, Banks, & McDaniel, 2012). Machiavellianism describes
individuals who are manipulative and cold (Paulhus & Williams, 2002). Psychopathy
describes individuals who lack empathy for others, engage in antisocial behaviors, engage in
risk-taking, and are callous (Williams, Paulhus, & Hare, 2007). Finally, Narcissism describes
individuals who are egotistic, self-enhancing, and who believe they are entitled and superior
to others (Paulhus & Williams, 2002). I could find no compelling conceptual or empirical
linkages between Machiavellianism and the likelihood of complying with the SNS password
request, so attention was focused on Psychopathy and Narcissism.
Psychopathy has been linked to rebelling against authority and engaging in illegal
activities (O’Boyle et al., 2012). As a result, those who score high on Psychopathy may tend
to have evidence of illegal activities and rebellion against authority within their SNS
accounts. Also, refusing the SNS password request may be a form of rebellion against
authority. Consequently,
H7: Individuals who would agree to divulge their SNS password will have a
significantly lower mean level of Psychopathy than those who would refuse.
The more narcissistic people are, the more willing they are to have others find out all
about them because of their strong need for self-affirmation (Morf & Rhodewalt, 2001).
Therefore, I predict:
H8: Individuals who would agree to divulge their SNS password will have a
significantly higher mean level of Narcissism than those who would refuse.
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Impression Management. Those who score high on Impression Management
try to actively manage or distort the perception of their image (Paulhus, 1991). Such
individuals should be less concerned about employers accessing their SNS because they
should be more likely to censor their SNS content in the first place as part of their selfpresentation strategy. Thus:
H9: Individuals who would agree to divulge their SNS password will have a
significantly higher mean level of Impression Management than those who would refuse.

3.2.3

The Present Study
In order to investigate these issues, I decided to present a hypothetical question about

a SNS password request by a hiring manager to participants who had work experience but
were not actually applying for a job. I did not use actual applicants because if they were
asked whether they were no longer in contention for a prospective job as a result of a SNS
password request, I presumed they would not readily admit this. Such an admission would
imply that they had something to hide, and this runs counter to the pervasive tendency to
respond in a socially desirable manner (Jackson, 1999) Consequently, they might be more
inclined to identify other factors (e.g., poor fit with the organization, other job prospects,
relocation, etc.) as the reasons for them no longer being in contention for the job, in much the
same way that employees who are fired often do not report “firing” as the cause of their job
loss (Giacalone & Duhon, 1991). Consequently, using actual applicants as participants could
result in a drastic underestimate of the true rate of refusing the SNS password request. Also, I
avoided asking participants whether they would have complied with the request for their SNS
password if it had been part of the selection process for their present job, because I believed
that cognitive dissonance (Wicklund & Brehm, 2013) would push them towards rationalizing
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their current job tenure by saying that they would have complied with the SNS password
request, whether that were true or not. Therefore, I felt that asking a hypothetical question
about compliance with the SNS password request to individuals who have work experience,
and who will likely be in the job market in the near future, would provide an effective
approach to testing our research question and hypotheses.

3.3 Method
3.3.1

Participants
After removing careless responders (see below), the sample consisted of 892

employed or previously-employed individuals who also were enrolled in at least one
psychology course at a major Canadian university.
Based on suggestions by Meade and Craig (2012), 227 participants were identified as
careless responders and were excluded because they responded incorrectly to at least one of
two embedded bogus items , or, they chose the option “do NOT use my responses” at the end
of the study.
Participants’ ages ranged from 16 to 44 (M = 18.41, SD = 2.13). Further description
of the sample is provided in Table 12.

3.3.2

Measures
Demographics. Participants reported their gender, age, ethnicity, sexual

orientation, and religious affiliation.

Five-Factor Model Personality Traits. Participants completed the
International Personality Item Pool (IPIP) version of the NEO-PI-R (Goldberg, 1999). It uses
50 self-report items to assess Openness to Experience, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness,
Extraversion, and Neuroticism (10 items per trait). Each item uses a 5-point scale ranging
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from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). These scales have internal consistency
ranging from .77 to .86 and have evidence of validity (Goldberg, 1999).

Dark Triad Personality Traits. Participants completed a measure (Paulhus &
Jones, 2011) of Psychopathy (9 items) and Narcissism (9 items), which used the same
response format as the FFM measure. Paulhus and Jones (2011) reported that the internal
consistency of the two scales ranged from .73 to .90, and provided evidence of validity.

Impression Management. Participants completed the Impression Management
scale (Paulhus, 1991) using a response scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly
agree). Due to its sensitive nature, one item was dropped from this scale, leaving 19 items.
The internal consistency of this scale ranges from .75 to .86 and there is evidence of its
validity (Paulhus, 1991).

SNS Password Request. Participants were asked to respond “yes” or “no” to
the following question:
“Imagine that you are applying for a highly desirable job, and during the job
interview, the hiring manager requests that you give him/her the
username/password for your social media account(s). The hiring manager explains
that the organization wants to look through your social media account(s) to get
better insight into who you really are. Would you give the hiring manager your
username/password?”
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Table 12 (Study 2): Number of Participants who Would Comply with or Refuse the
Request for SNS Password

Overall

Entire Sample
Gender
Male
Female
Age
Under 40
40 and Over
Ethnicity
White/European
Black North
American/African
Asian
Hispanic
North American
Indian
East Indian
Other
Sexual Orientation
Heterosexual
Homosexual
Bisexual
Other

Comply with
Request

Refuse
Request
Adverse
Impact
Ratio

N
883

N
372

Selection
Ratio
0.42

N
511

270
613

110
262

0.41
0.43

160
351

1.05

876
2

370
1

0.42
0.50

506
1

1.18

617

275

0.45

342

11

5

0.45

6

1.02

144
5

46
3

0.32
0.60

98
2

0.72
1.35

10

5

0.50

5

1.12

28
66

14
24

0.50
0.36

14
42

1.12
0.82

844
9
13
4

356
3
6
2

0.42
0.33
0.46
0.50

488
6
7
2

0.79
1.09
1.19
(continued)
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Table 12 (Study 2) continued: Number of Participants who Would
Comply with or Refuse the Request for SNS Password

Overall

Religious Affiliation
Christian
Jewish
Muslim
Hindu
Buddhist
Atheist
Personal
Religion (no
affiliation with a
religious group)
No Religion
(though am not
an atheist)
Other

Comply with
Request

Refuse
Request
Adverse
Impact
Ratio

N

N

Selection
Ratio

362
46
21
23
14
96

167
18
11
9
5
37

0.46
0.39
0.52
0.39
0.36
0.39

195
28
10
14
9
59

0.85
1.14
0.85
0.77
0.84

33

16

0.48

17

1.05

218

77

0.35

141

0.77

51

25

0.49

26

1.06

N

Note. N = 883. To create adverse impact ratios, males were the majority group
for gender, individuals under 40 were for age (those 40 and over are the
protected class according to the U.S. Age Discrimination in Employment Act),
Whites were for ethnicity, heterosexuals were for sexual orientation, and
Christians were for religious affiliation.
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3.3.3

Procedure
Participants participated online in return for course credit. After giving consent, they

completed the current measures as part of a larger battery.

3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1

Descriptives
The mean item scores (min of 1.0, max of 7.0 for IM; min of 1.0, max of 5.0 for all

other personality scales), standard deviations, and internal consistencies of all the measures
are reported in Table 13. The zero-order correlations for all of the study variables can be
found in Table 14.

3.4.2

SNS Password Request and Reduction of the Applicant Pool
The number of participants who indicated they would comply with or refuse the

request for their SNS password is reported in Table 12, along with the selection ratios and
adverse impact ratios for each demographic group. The selection ratio is the number of
participants in the respective demographic group who indicated they would comply with the
password request, divided by the total number of participants in that group. The selection
ratio for a given group is divided by the selection ratio for the “highest group” to compute the
adverse impact ratio (described in the introduction). Overall, the proportion of participants
indicating they would refuse the password request was large (511/883=.58). As explained
earlier, this refusal would result in their removal from the applicant pool. In support of H1,
.58 was significantly greater than the baseline .35 ratio (z = 14.33, p < .001), and the
respective Cohen’s d (.96) was large. The rationale for setting .35 as the baseline was
explained in the introduction. Such a large loss of applicants would lead to a large increase in
an organization’s selection ratio, which would lower the utility of an
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Table 13 (Study 2): Means, Standard Deviations, Reliabilities, Z-Test, and Cohen’s d

SD
Openness to
Experience
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
Extraversion
Neuroticism
Psychopathy
Narcissism
Impression
Management

M Overall
3.47
3.68
3.47
3.54
2.65
2.11
3.08
3.62

.58
.54
.59
.74
.76
.58
.50
.73

.77
.80
.89
.86
.76
.66
.79

Overall

3.45

M Refuse
3.49

Z-Test
-1.09

Cohen’s
d
-.07

3.75
3.54
3.56
2.61
2.06
3.10
3.74

3.63
3.41
3.53
2.67
2.15
3.06
3.52

3.29*
3.04*
.53
-1.18
-2.32*
1.07
4.40*

.22
.21
.04
-.08
-.16
.07
.30

M
α
.73

Comply

Note. N = 892. α = Cronbach’s alpha reliability. M Overall = Mean item score for the overall
sample. SD Overall = Standard Deviation of item score for the overall sample. M Comply = Mean
item score for those who would comply with the SNS password request. M Refuse = Mean
item score for those who would refuse the request. Negative z-tests and Cohen’s d values
indicate that the mean was higher for those who would refuse than those who would comply
with the request.
*
p < .05, two-tailed.
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Table 14 (Study 2): Zero-Order Correlations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Gender
Age
ETH
SO
RA
OPEN
AG
CON
EXT
NEUR
MACH
PSYC
NARC
IM

1
-0.07
-0.04
-0.02
-0.12*
0.00
0.18*
0.10*
0.09*
0.21*
-0.21*
-0.20*
-0.10*
0.07

2

3

4

-0.01
0.02
0.05
0.11*
0.03
0.06
-0.08*
-0.03
-0.04
0.01
-0.11*
0.05

0.03
0.19*
0.08*
-0.04
-0.15*
-0.14*
0.05
0.11*
0.04
-0.06
0.02

0.05
0.08*
-0.06
-0.04
-0.14*
0.13*
0.01
0.01
-0.06
-0.05

5

6

7

8

9

10

0.14*
-0.06
0.12*
-0.12* 0.07* 0.30*
-0.08* 0.17* 0.12* 0.19*
-0.01
0.01 -0.38* -0.28* -0.39*
0.10* -0.12* -0.52* -0.16* -0.06
0.18*
0.09* -0.12* -0.57* -0.29* 0.11* 0.17*
-0.02
0.10* -0.05
0.18* 0.60* -0.24*
-0.04
0.06
0.45* 0.36* -0.09* -0.21*

11

12

13

0.48*
0.21* 0.26*
-0.33* -0.50* -0.10*

Note. N = 892. ETH = Ethnicity. SO = Sexual Orientation. RA = Religious Affiliation. OPEN = Openness to Experience. AG =
Agreeableness. CON = Conscientiousness. EXT = Extraversion. NEUR = Neuroticism. MACH = Machiavellianism. PSYC =
Psychopathy. NARC = Narcissism. IM = Impression Management. The following variables were recoded: ETH (0 = Whites, 1 =
other groups), SO (0 = Heterosexual, 1 = other groups), and RA (0 = Christian, 1 = other groups).
*p < .05, two-tailed.

14

-
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organization’s selection procedures (Cascio & Aguinis, 2011). For example, assuming that
some form of standardized testing with top-down selection occurred after the SNS password
request, an organization would have to drastically lower their cutoff score on the test as a
result of the loss of applicants. Assuming there is a positive, mostly linear, relationship
between test scores and job performance, the resulting drop in productivity from hiring
individuals with lower test scores could be substantial. Moreover, in tight job markets, such
a large loss of applicants might mean that many positions would be left vacant, which could
result in large decreases in productivity.

3.4.3

Discrimination
RQ1 explored whether the adverse impact ratios relating to gender, age, ethnicity,

sexual orientation, or religious affiliation would be less than .80, thereby indicating adverse
impact, if only those who complied with the password request were hired. There was no
evidence of adverse impact for gender and age (Table 12). However, in violation of the
adverse impact rule, Asians faced an adverse impact ratio of .72, homosexuals faced an
adverse impact ratio of .79, and Buddhists and those without a formal religion (but not
atheist) both had adverse impact ratios of .772. Therefore, according to the findings from the
current study, before traditional selection measures would even be used, employers who

2

We considered the four-fifth rule for analyzing adverse impact because it is the most frequently used method
of assessing adverse impact (Bobko & Roth, 2004; Morris & Lobsenz, 2000; Tippins, 2000). However, I also
considered a more statistically-grounded alternative that has been suggested in the literature: the Morris and
Lobsenz (2000) approach. Following their approach, only the adverse impact ratio for Asians and those without
a formal religion (but not atheist) demonstrated statistically significant adverse impact. However, there may still
be real differences for both of these groups, because Morris and Lonsenz’s approach has low power for small
groups (Collins & Morris, 2008; Morris & Lobsenz, 2000; Roth, Bobko, & Switzer, 2006), such as the
homosexual and Buddhist groups. Given the importance of the four-fifths rule in the practice of personnel
selection, I recommend that the results from the more widely-used approach, the four-fifths rule, should be the
main focus rather than Morris and Lonsenz’s approach.
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screen out applicants by requesting SNS passwords may have already created adverse impact
for a number of subgroups within the population.

3.4.4

Personality Differences
Based on previous findings and theory, I investigated whether individuals who

would agree to divulge their SNS password would have significantly different means on
certain personality traits than those who would refuse. As shown in Table 13, those who were
willing to divulge their SNS password had a significantly higher mean level of
Agreeableness than did those who were unwilling, and had a significantly higher mean level
of Conscientiousness than did those who would refuse the password request. Thus, H3, and
H4, respectively, were supported. In support of H7, those willing to divulge their password
had a significantly lower mean on Psychopathy than did those who were unwilling.
Additionally, in support of H9, those who would agree to divulge their password had a
significantly higher mean level of Impression Management than did those who would refuse.
As shown in Table 13, H2 was not supported because those who would agree to
divulge their SNS password did not have a significantly different mean level of Openness to
Experience. H5 and H8 were also not supported -- those who were willing to release their
SNS password did not have a significantly higher mean level of Extraversion or Narcissism.
Finally, participants who would comply with the password request did not have a
significantly lower mean level of Neuroticism than did those who would refuse, therefore, H6
was not supported.
Several hypotheses were supported by significant differences on the personality
variables (e.g., H3, H4, H7, H9) between those who would comply with a SNS password
request and those who would not. Nonetheless, the effect sizes were generally small (Table
13). Moreover, not all significant personality differences between those who would comply
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with versus refuse the password request would necessarily contribute to higher job
performance. This is because the link between personality traits and job performance is
known to vary depending on the nature of the job (O’Neill, Goffin, & Rothstein, 2013). For
example, high Agreeableness scores may be linked to higher performance for customer
service jobs and jobs involving teamwork (Hurtz & Donovan, 2000; Mount, Barrick, &
Stewart, 1998), but lower performance for managerial jobs high in autonomy (Barrick &
Mount, 1993). Thus, on balance, these results suggest that the SNS password request would
not likely contribute to any important improvements in the personality scores of the
remaining applicant pool.

3.4.5

Limitations and Future Research Directions
I explained the logic behind our hypothetical SNS password request in The Present

Study. Nonetheless, it may be informative if future researchers consider other approaches and
see whether their findings converge with those from the current study. Accordingly, one
could survey actual job applicants or obtain retrospective accounts from incumbents, bearing
in mind the potential limitations that were outlined earlier for such designs. Researchers
conducting these studies could also investigate whether differences emerge as a result
different occupational groups’ personality subtraits (see O’Neill et al., 2013).

3.5 Conclusions
Overall, our findings demonstrated that asking applicants for their SNS password, and
purging the applicants who refuse, may do more harm than good, as more than half of the
applicant pool would be lost, adverse impact may occur, and any potential gains in
personality scores may have minimal impact on job performance.
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Chapter 4

4

Summary and Implications
The purpose of this research programme was to increase our understanding of the use

of SNSs for selection. To date, very little peer-reviewed research has been conducted on the
validity or practical consequences of using SNSs in selection. Addressing these two topics
were the primary goals of the current dissertation, with Chapter 2 dedicated to examining the
validity of SNSs as instruments for selection, and Chapter 3 dedicated towards addressing
some of the practical legal consequences of using SNSs in selection.
Chapter 2 was created to start a preliminary investigation into the construct validity of
using SNSs to assess job-relevant information. It was also created to address researchers’ and
hiring managers’ concern that non-job-related SNS information may be used for selection
(Brown & Vaughn, 2011; Grasz, 2009; SHRM, 2011). For instance, employers could
purposely or accidentally access protected group status information through SNSs,
influencing their global rating of an applicant’s SNS profile. Therefore, Specific SNS
Indicators were created to serve as a way of systematically organizing information that could
lead to less biased collection of SNS information and help document information in case of
future litigation. They also had the potential to assess SNS information beyond more
traditional, global ratings of SNS profiles.
Reliability was investigated first, because a lack of reliability can limit the validity of
a selection instrument (Kramer, Bernstein, & Phares, 2014). It was predicted that the Specific
SNS Indicators would demonstrate acceptable interrater reliability, which was not the case:
most only met the bare minimum requirements for statistical significance. The initial average
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ICC (2,k) reliabilities for each Specific SNS Indicator was only .53. The average interrater
reliability for the Global SNS Rating indicators was only .66.
Other than for the two models that used SNS Integrity scale, the Specific SNS
Indicator models had evidence of adequate fit. These findings supported the structural
validity of the scales as the empirical dimensionality of the scales reflected the conceptual
dimensionality derived from the Taxonomy Expert Raters, and they also supported the
unidimensionality of the scales.
There was some support found for the convergent validity of the Specific SNS
Indicators. Specific SNS Indicator scales of Extraversion, r = .376, p < .05, Openness to
Experience, r = .196, p < .05, and Verbal Ability, r = .223, p < .05, had significant
correlations with their equivalent traditional scales. However, these correlations only had
small to moderate effect sizes. Also, Agreeableness, Honesty-Humility, Impression
Management, and Integrity were not significantly related to their traditional scales.
Therefore, based on the current approach of measuring SNS indicators, the constructs of
Extraversion, Openness to Experience, and Verbal Ability were the only ones that evidenced
the potential for future use as part of the selection process.
The Specific SNS Indicator scales also predicted their traditional scales beyond the
Global SNS Rating for Extraversion (ΔR2 = .097, p < .05), and Verbal Ability (ΔR2 = .054, p
< .05). The reverse was not the case: the Global SNS Rating did not predict the traditional
scales beyond any of the Specific SNS Indicators. As stated in the introduction, the Global
SNS Rating was deemed to have a large breadth of coverage, and the Specific SNS Indicators
were deemed to have a more specific focus and narrower content domain. Thus, it makes
intuitive sense that the Global SNS Rating, with its larger breadth, would have weaker
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relations to specific traditional selection scales. Nonetheless, these results offered some
preliminary support that methods used to make the information-processing easier for raters
could lead to better validity (Heneman, 1986).
The creation of the Specific SNS Indicator scales relied on a mechanical composite
strategy, which had better validity evidence than did the Global SNS Rating which relied on
the pure clinical strategy. This adds support to previous research which has suggested that
mechanical composite strategies are more beneficial than pure clinical strategies because
they are less cognitively taxing on the rater (Einhorn, 1972; Ganzach, Kluger, & Klayman,
2000; Sawyer, 1966). Interestingly, as mentioned previously, the interrater reliabilities were
higher for the Global SNS Rating than the Specific SNS Indicators. However, reliability does
not imply validity, and just because the Global SNS Rating can be measured more
consistently between raters does not imply that it is measuring what it is believed to measure
(Murphy & Davidshofer, 2005). In addition, the interrater reliabilities were still too low for
both the Global SNS Rating indicators and the Specific SNS Indicators to be considered
acceptable.
Discriminant validity was also evidenced, because for 24 out of 33 times, the
correlations between the Specific SNS Indicator scales and their respective traditional scales
were higher than the correlations with the Specific SNS Indicator scales and each of the three
response distortion scales (Impression Management, Self-Deception, and PATD).
Interestingly, for the traditional scales themselves, only 18 out of 33 were not significantly
correlated with each of the three response distortion scales. Thus, it appears that Specific
SNS Indicator scales may be less subject to response distortion than are traditional scales.
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The Global SNS Rating itself was not significantly related to the three response
distortion scales, but it was strongly correlated with the Specific SNS Indicator scale for
Impression Management (r = .772, p < .05). This could indicate that the Global SNS Rating
may be unduly influenced by how well individuals are believed to manage their impressions.
In addition, the Global SNS Rating’s convergent validity evidence was problematic. It
correlated with two traditional scales, Extraversion (r = .229, p < .05) and Openness to
Experience (r = .187, p < .05). It also correlated significantly with six Specific SNS Indicator
scales (Agreeableness, r = .333, p < .05; Extraversion, r = .362, p < .05; Conscientiousness, r
= .746, p < .05; Openness to Experience, r = .472, p < .05; Impression Management, r = .772,
p < .05; and Verbal Ability, r = .371, p < .05). These findings cast some doubt on the Global
SNS Rating’s usefulness as a selection instrument because it is unclear exactly what
construct domain it is assessing and it may be affected by the degree to which the rater
believes the ratee is managing his/her impressions. Given researchers’ and hiring managers’
concern about non job-related SNS information being used for selection (Brown & Vaughn,
2011; Grasz, 2009), this lack of clarity around the construct domain of a Global SNS Rating
could be even more of a cause for concern. Therefore, given the accumulation of findings in
Chapter 2, the Specific SNS Indicator scales may hold more promise for assessing SNS
information for job selection purposes in the future. However, at this point in time, neither
the Specific SNS Indicators nor the Global SNS Rating can be considered viable options for
selecting applicants.
Chapter 3 served as a reminder that even though there may be some evidence of
validity for the use of SNSs in job selection, using SNS information for selection could be
problematic. The goal of Chapter 3 was to move past validity and consider the practical
realities and impacts that SNS selection could have on the workforce. The findings from
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Chapter 3 revealed that there could be ramifications for employers who ask their applicants
to give up their SNS password. The potential ramifications ranged from drastically reducing
the sample pool to discriminating against protected groups.
The first prediction in Chapter 3 was that the proportion of participants who would
refuse a potential employer’s request for their SNS password would be significantly greater
than .35. As predicted, the proportion was significantly higher (.58). That proportion was
much larger than expected, however, and the effect size (Cohen’s d of .96) was quite large.
This large proportion seemed to support the Joinson, Reips, Buchanan, and Schofield (2010)
claim that most individuals are concerned about their personal information privacy on the
internet. Such a large loss of applicants would greatly increase an organization’s selection
ratio and lower the utility of the selection procedures (Cascio & Aguinis, 2011). In a tight job
market, a number of positions would be left vacant, potentially affecting an organization’s
bottom line.
A research question was posed to explore whether adverse impact occurred based on
gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and/or religious affiliation. Although there was no
adverse impact for gender and age (impact ratios were above .80), Asians (impact ratio of
.72), homosexuals (impact ratio of .79), Buddhists (impact ratio of .77), and those without a
formal religion (but not atheist; impact ratio of .77) had all been adversely impacted. If
employers screened out applicants by requesting their SNS passwords, they could be
contributing to discrimination.
Although some of the above differences may be considered small from a scientific
viewpoint, it is important to acknowledge that from a legal and practical point of view,
failure to meet the .80 adverse impact cutoff could lead to further investigation by the U.S.
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Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (in the U.S.) or the Canadian Human Rights
Tribunal (in Canada). As a result, an organization could eventually be open to legal action on
behalf of the applicant (see Catano, Wiesner, & Hackett, 2012).
Finally, if the reduction in the applicant pool led to only those with superior jobrelevant personality traits remaining, then that would help justify such a large proportion of
applicants withdrawing from the pool. Those who were willing to divulge their SNS
password did have significantly higher scores than those who were unwilling for
Agreeableness (3.75 versus 3.65, respectively), for Conscientiousness (3.54 versus 3.41,
respectively), for Impression Management (3.74 versus 3.52, respectively), and significantly
lower scores for Psychopathy (2.06 versus 2.15, respectively). However, those who were
willing to divulge their SNS password were not significantly different from those who were
unwilling for Openness to Experience, Extraversion, or Narcissism. Also, the benefits of
having a larger proportion of applicants with high Agreeableness, high Conscientiousness,
and low Psychopathy were limited for two primary reasons. 1) The effect sizes were small.
The highest Cohen’s d for these three traits was .22. 2) The link between personality traits
and job performance varies based on the nature of the job (O’Neill, Goffin, & Rothstein,
2013). For example, having employees with high Agreeableness may not be beneficial if
their job requires them to work in isolation. Additionally, individuals with higher Impression
Management scores remained in the applicant pool. High levels of Impression Management
have been linked to low levels of Honesty-Humility, which can have negative consequences
for organizations, such as increased counterproductive work behaviours (Ashton & Lee,
2007; Bourdage, Wiltshire, & Kibeom Lee, 2015). Therefore, given these limitations, the
SNS password request is unlikely to improve the personality scores for the remaining
applicant pool. There may be other, superior ways of collecting SNS information for
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selection, such as asking applicants to volunteer that information or friending applicants.
However, the effect of these methods needs to be researched (see the Future Research
Directions section).
In summary, the findings in these two chapters demonstrated that the validity
evidence for SNS selection information is quite limited at this time. The convergent validity
for the Global SNS Rating was not well supported, as it seemed to tap a variety of constructs.
As for the Specific SNS Indicators, although there was some support for their use over a
Global SNS Rating, they only had convergent validity evidence for Extraversion, Openness
to Experience, and Verbal Ability. Evidence of convergent validity for more human attributes
would need to accumulate if the Specific SNS Indicators’ usefulness as selection device were
to be supported. In addition, stronger convergent validity effect sizes would need to be
reported. Also, the findings that certain ways of collecting SNS information can lead to
negative ramifications is alarming. Asking applicants for their SNS password led to a drastic
reduction of the applicant pool, which can affect an organization’s bottom line. It also could
lead to discrimination through adverse impact, potentially leading to legal action against an
organization.

4.1 Future Research Directions
I would suggest that hiring managers refrain from using SNSs as part of job selection
until more validation research can be conducted on SNSs and until the impact of gathering
SNS information can be more fully evaluated. First, future researchers should investigate the
criterion-related validity information for a Global SNS Rating and the Specific SNS Indicator
scales. Second, the models and findings from Chapter 2 should be cross-validated with an
independent sample to provide a better understanding of how they generalize across other
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samples. Third, the prediction that Specific SNS Indicators may lead to less discrimination
than a Global SNS Rating remains to be tested. Fourth, the effect of an employer’s request
for SNS passwords should be investigated with actual job applicants and job incumbents to
build upon Chapter 3’s findings. In fact, researchers and practitioners should explore the
impact that other methods of collecting SNS information can have on applicants and
employers. For instance, if the password request were voluntary, rather than a requirement,
would that lead to different results or outcomes? If applicants volunteered their SNS
information, perhaps they would believe that their privacy had not been breached. Also, what
would result from having an employer friend applicants on Facebook? Does this action
change applicants’ and employees’ perceptions of the organization? Fifth, although Chapter 3
could generalize to any SNS platform, Chapter 2 was specific to Facebook. Future
researchers should see if reliable and valid Specific SNS Indicators can be created for other
SNS platforms (e.g., Twitter, LinkedIN, Instagram).

4.2 Conclusion
As mentioned in the introduction, 65% or more of companies are using SNSs to
screen job applications (Levinson, 2011; Preston, 2011). Therefore, a large number of
employers are using SNSs in selection and will likely continue to do so. As discussed
previously, there are a number of reasons why this might not be an ideal situation, most
notably the use of SNS information that is not job-related (Brown & Vaughn, 2011; Grasz,
2009; SHRM, 2011) and the concern about breaching employment discrimination laws
(SHRM, 2011). Despite considerable effort to create a method for assessing SNS information
in a way that is more likely to capture job-related information, the validity evidence for the
Specific SNS Indicators was still fairly limited. It is recommended that practitioners avoid
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the use of SNS information in selection decisions until further validity evidence can be
accumulated, and stronger validity evidence reported.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Additional Confirmatory Factor Analysis Figures

Confirmatory factor analysis for Agreeableness. agtrad = traditional scale of
Agreeableness; agsns = Specific SNS Indicator scale of Agreeableness; global = Global
SNS Rating; coop = cooperation; The standardized estimates are presented with the
standard errors in parentheses. Values of 1.000 represent that the variances were fixed at 1
to give a standardized solution.
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Confirmatory factor analysis for Extraversion. extrad = traditional scale of Extraversion;
exsns = Specific SNS Indicator scale of Extraversion; global = Global SNS Rating; friendli
= friendliness; gregar = gregariousness; assertiv = assertiveness; activity = activity level;
exciteme = excitement-seeking; cheerful = cheerfulness. The standardized estimates are
presented with the standard errors in parentheses. Values of 1.000 represent that the
variances were fixed at 1 to give a standardized solution.
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Confirmatory factor analysis for Openness to Experience. opentrad = traditional scale of
Openness to Experience; opensns = Specific SNS Indicator scale of Openness to
Experience; global = Global SNS Rating; imaginat = imagination; emotiona =
emotionality; adventur = adventurousness; intellec = intellect; liberali = liberalism. The
standardized estimates are presented with the standard errors in parentheses. Values of
1.000 represent that the variances were fixed at 1 to give a standardized solution.
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Confirmatory factor analysis for Honest-Humility. hhtrad = traditional scale of HonestyHumility; hhsns = Specific SNS Indicator scale of Honesty-Humility; global = Global SNS
Rating; greedav = greed-avoidance; sinc = sincerity. The standardized estimates are
presented with the standard errors in parentheses. Values of 1.000 represent that the
variances were fixed at 1 to give a standardized solution.
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Confirmatory factor analysis for Impression Management. imtrad = traditional scale of
Impression Management; imsns = Specific SNS Indicator scale of Impression
Management; global = Global SNS Rating; imp1, imp2, imp3, and imp4 refer to the four
Impression Management parcels. The standardized estimates are presented with the
standard errors in parentheses. Values of 1.000 represent that the variances were fixed at 1
to give a standardized solution.
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Confirmatory factor analysis for Verbal Ability. verbtrad = traditional scale of Verbal
Ability; vasns = Specific SNS Indicator scale of Verbal Ability; global = Global SNS
Rating. The standardized estimates are presented with the standard errors in parentheses.
Values of 1.000 represent that the variances were fixed at 1 to give a standardized solution.
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Confirmatory factor analysis for Overt Integrity. Ovtrad = traditional scale of Overt
Integrity; intsns = Specific SNS Indicator scale of Integrity; global = Global SNS Rating;
es_vt = trust; es_gv = perceived norms; es_nr = (non)rationalization; es_va =
intentions/fantasies. The standardized estimates are presented with the standard errors in
parentheses. Values of 1.000 represent that the variances were fixed at 1 to give a
standardized solution.
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Confirmatory factor analysis for Personality-Based Integrity. Pbtrad = traditional scale of
Personality-Based Integrity; intsns = Specific SNS Indicator scale of Integrity; global =
Global SNS Rating; es_zv = reliability; es_vo = (low)stimulus seeking; es_zh =
(low)manipulativeness; es_km = trouble avoidance. The standardized estimates are
presented with the standard errors in parentheses. Values of 1.000 represent that the
variances were fixed at 1 to give a standardized solution.
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